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\Vhen Students Revolt 1'hey Protest Everything IFrom foorll Society 
(Reprinted from Newweeli Afagazine, May 6, 1968) 
From Pomona to Paris to Peking, students a.re turning the 
world of the establishment upside dov.:n. Goaded by spreading 
soCJal and political con!>ciousncss, inflamed by traveling revolu-
tionaries and the insJantancous word of the media, students to-
day arc rebelling on issues ranging from food in the cafeteria 
to academic reform to the foundations of society i~self. 
Ominously, the challenges are becom!ng increasingly vola-
tile. Columbia University students in New York seized a dean 
for a day, took over five buildings and shu~ down the campus. 
And the distinctions separating European and American student 
protests are fading. True, European students are still politically 
minded - French students raised the Vie~ Cong flag over the 
Fiffcl Tower, and German students attacked the publishing of-
fices of conservative Axel Springer. But in both countries stu-
dents also protested against medieval universities, crowded 
r·'·'"~ ":::""~·· 
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classrooms and absent professors. And when 1,000 Czech stu-
dents took to the streets, they were doinl!, so in sympathy with 
a war-protest march m New York. 
In America, ~he assassination of i'vlartin Luther King Jr. 
has sharpened the racial issue, with the result that growing num-
bers of students are protesting to force their schools to become 
advocates of change. The students no~ only want their schools 
to make moral judgemcnrs about national and international is-
sues; they want to help shape these judgements. 
American students have taken up confrontation politics 
with vengeance. At Boston U nivcrsity, 125 N cgro students 
took over the administr:1tion building for twelve hours until Ar-
land Christ-] aner, B.U.'s president, agreed to recruit more black 
students and faculty and start black studies. At Colgate, 500 
students and faculty sat in the adminisrra~ion building for al-
most five days till school officials promised to reform the fra-
ternities' selective and discriminatory - "blackball" rush-
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ing system. Even at Conneq,cut's staid Trinity College 200 
students invadr~d adrmnistrarive offices for more than a day, 
holding the president and six trustees captive for three hours, 
demanding that the school create more scholarships for Negroes 
and teach a course on ''the p~ychology of the gheqo." Trinity 
officials agreed. 
The mcst impressive domestic demonstration, and the most 
peaceful, was at Norrh Carolina's Duke University, where 1,500 
students sat for days 111 rows on the school's main quadrangle, 
trying to force the rrmtces ro pay non-academic employees 
more than the going rare of $1.15 an hour: Other studen~s boy-
cotted classes and cafeterias; the divinity school faculty unani-
mously voted to divert their annual raises inro the pay envelopes 
of campus maids and policemen. Under such moral pressure, they 
agreed to raise salaries to $1.45 an hour. But at Columbia, stu-
dents' protests were not started so innocently, nor settled so 
amicably. 
~~it took violence 
to gain recognittion9~ 
by Georgianna Glace 
(Mr. Alexander Clark, Director was the biggest benefit obtained 
of Placement at Ithaca College, by the students. But did it take 
formerly Director of University more than 700 arrests, destruc-
Placement at Columbia Univer- tion of property and numerous 
was interviewed recently just to attain these re-
concerning the riots at Colum-
bia. Mr. Clark was in direct con-
tact with both students and ad-
ministration at the recent stu-
dent revolt.) 
The recruiting of the C.I.A. in 
the fall of 1967 was the starting 
point of activism, for it was 
through l\1r. Clark's office (Career 
Planning) that military and others 
recruited students from the cam-
pus. 
Mr .. Clark, believes that peace-
ful picketing, demonstration and 
speakers have had an affect on 
campuses but he draws the line 
The military question and its when it comes to violence. We 
concern in Viet Nam was the arc all experiencing a struggle 
main issue for the confrontation. between independence and secur-
Tension had been rising quite ity and it is only human nature 
steadily on Columbia's campus to revolt. 
and all that was needed to ignite Student revolts are no longer 
the whole campus in revolt was unique. the students are copying 
the arrogance of the S.D.S. the tactics of other schools and 
against the CJ.A. The recruiters are getting ideas from the press 
gave up and left, but the tension coverage of other student con-
was rising and the students were frontations. It's becoming "old 
looking for some means to re- hat" to take over the administra-
volt. twn building and accomplishing 
With the coming of other mili- little or nothing except proof 
tary recruiters came violent that students can do it. What's 
demonstration, a take-over of the to stop LC. from taking over the 
gymnasium and administration administration building? Cer-
1 j buildings and many other dis- tainly the students have more 
turbanccs, which caused nation- physical power than the ad-
wide concern. Police were called ministration but we've showed 
to the scene over a week after our power through other means. 
the riot had started. The police,·, We do not use violence, nor do 
being only too human, only added we use pickets or demonstrations. 
to the blood-shed. Violence fol- We have showed that we are re-
lowed violence and many stu-11 sponsible students. By placing 
dents were arrested and hos- students on the Curriculum, Li-
pitalized. i brary, Search for the New Presi-
What were the results of this dent and other such Commit-
student revolt? "A lot of things tees, the students at Ithaca Col-
were wrong with the admmistra- Iege have proven that we are 
tion," said Clark, "and it took I responsible and mature enough 
violence to gain realization." The [ to gam our goals th~ough peace-
resignation of the President of I ru.1 . co-e~1stence with the ad-
the University (President Kerr) mm1strat1on and faculty. 
• 
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SDS Offers Solutions For 





To -Speak- On 
by Jean Stillitano lines that explain how federal 
The Ithaca College Students for funds are judged, the new pro-
a Democratic Society in conjunc- gram could increase the possi~ 
tion with members of the Econo- bility of further federal grants. 
mic Opportunities program have "The Work Study Guidelines 
proposed,"'i.n a recently issued state that the merit of unusually 
pamphlet, several important large requests for funds is judged 
changes in the College's present by such criterion as whether 
educational policy. In order to there have been extraordinary 
increase educational opportuni- institutional efforts to enroll in-
ties for those formerly excluded creased numbers of students 
for economic or cultural reasons, from low income families, as evi-
SDS requested that "Ithaca Col- denccd by 1) specialized recruit-
lcge make a serious attempt to ment and admission, 2) remedial 
draw at least 10% of its students instruction, 3)_ specialized coun-
from low income groups by the seling, and 4) any other relevant 
Fall of 1971." The pamphlet factors." 
suggests a revamping of present Such requests for changed poli-
admissions policies to incorporate cies in the I.C. educational sys-
special recruiting of "minority tern were based on an investiga-
group students." t1on on what has been done and 
"In order to make education what is being done to educate 
more relevant to both black and "the culturally disadvantaged" 
white students," the pamphlet at Ithaca College. Currently, 
seeks the immediate establish- I.C.'s E.O.P. program has been 
ment of a black-controlled black the center of any efforts to 
studies program. In addition, it educate those .designated as "cul-
asks that at least one student- turally disadvantaged." E.O.P. 
controlled course be instituted relies heavily on federal grants 
by Fall of '69 which would be especially those given by the 
financed by Ithaca College and federal Work Study Program. 
would be given for credit with The pamphlet alleges that in 
only a pass or fail grade. The stu- the 1967-68 school year, "the 
dent-controlled lectures would be Federal Government granted 
open to the public at no cost. Ithaca College approximately 
The pamphlet alleges that in- $54,000" which was to be dis-
stituting such programs would tributed on the basis of need 
cost money, however, on the I between E.O.P. and non-E.O.P. 
basis of the Work Study Guide- students. The allocated funds 
Soc Majors Meet Again To Discuss 
Separate Departments 
Photo by B11rb Goldberg 
"You have every right to ask questions .. . " 
In an atmosphere of marked partment would also attract stu-
calm differing from the charged dents interested in sociology and 
encounter of January 28, socio- that this is important because of 
log majors again met with Dr. the growing demand for sociolo-
Eric Graf, head of the Social gists. 
Relations Department, and other Dean Paul Givens of the School 
faculty members Tuesday night of Arts and Sciences was the first 
to discuss departmental changes. speaker when the floor was 
Approximately 60 people lis- thrown open for discussion. "I 
tened to Este Wolkinson, acting represent the administration," he 
spokesman for the sociology 
majors, outline three points 
agreed upon before the meeting 1 [' 
by the students. They were: , 
1. The feeling that the present 
situation "has generated many 
personality and academic con- , 
flicts." "It is not our intention 
to slander anyone," said Mrs. 
Wolkinson. 
2. The feeling that a:iy con-
flicting views should be kept out 
of the classroom. She stated, 
''Threats and intimidations arc 
unethical." 
3. The emphasis that the main 
concern of the sociology majors 
is to 'have the Social Relations 
Department divided into separate 
and autonomous departments of 
psychology and sociology. 
were to enable E.O.P. students to 
work up to 15 hours a week dur-
ing the semester and up to 40 
hours a week during the summer 
and vacations. However, accord-
ing to the pamphlet, when some 
students wanted to use E.O.P. 
funds to work, the E.O.P. com-
mittee was informed that there 
was no more money available. 
In an effort to improve the 
'68 program, and to better bud-
get the allotted Work Study 
funds, which had now been cut to 
$35,000, the administration added 
the funds to the student employ-
ment budget and appointed a new 
job dispensor. The result, as writ-
ten in the pamphlet, was that 
most of the allotted money was 
used by October and many stu-
dents "in need" did not have 
jobs. 
Because of tnese events, inter-
ested students are demanding a 
more serious interest in the 
social and economic conditions 
that such programs as Work 
Study are attempting to alleviate. 
To augment this interest, I.C.'s 
SDS proposed the formerly men-
tioned changes on campus in ad-
dition to student participation in 
such matters as the allotment of 
the budget, the planning of the 
curriculum, and the making of 
important appointments. The 
pamphlet states, "The planning 
and decision-making procedures 
of the college must not remain 
in the hands of a few administra-
tors along with the faculty. It was 
precisely this approach to educa-
tion which was responsible for 
the initial Work Study mixups. 
Students must be recognized as 
an important and constructive 
power within the college and 
must be given a real say. The 
wore important development of 
educational quality and oppor-
tunity inust be realized im-
mediately if we are to become a 
viable and contemporary institu-
tion." 
ings to majors. He suggested that 
the majors send representatives 
to the next faculty meeting with 
their proposals. 
After further discussion on 
other student proposals, includ-
ing the expansion of course of-
ferings and the desire to empha-
size the practical as well as the 
theoretical in sociology courses, 
l U S A 
1
' Atomic Nuclen" At JFacu ty -- F. • ~ ~ On Feb. 18 
Discussion 
by Denise Kole 
A group of members from 
not independently attract enough 
students to hold classes. 
Besides the interdisciplinary 
programs previously mentioned, 
other suggestions were made for 
giving the student not only more 
electives, but more opportunities 
to have "relevant" courses. One 
faculty member proposed a Black 
Studies program with guest lec-
turers. Another suggestion to 
make American History, a re-
quired course, more exciting 
would be to combine history, 
sociology and political science 
Hans A. Bethe, John Wendell 
Anderson Professor of Physics 
at Cornell and winner of the 
Nobel Prize for Physics in 1967, 
will speak at Ithaca College , 
Tuesday, February 18, on 
"Atomic Nuclei." 
The talk by Dr. Bethe, the 
fourth this year in the continu. ' 
ing C. P. Snow Lecture Series 
will be at 8:15 p.m. in the Sci'. 
ence Building lecture hall. 
While working on the develop. 
ment of the atomic bomb, Dr. 
Bethe became concerned a bout 
the impact of nuclear technology 
on politics and international 
relations. He took an active part 
in the efforts to make the public 
F. U.S.A. met to discuss the re-
sults of their meetings with vari-
ous I.e. professors and adminis-
trators about I.C.'s curriculum re-
quirements, the general academic 
atmosphere, the Triplum pro-
gram, and suggestions for im-
provement of the curriculum in 
general, on February 4. Faculty 
members were Professors Bur-
gevin, LaForce, J. Ryan, Herzig, 
and Kurlander. Representing the 
administration were Dean Mc-
Henry, Mr. Newsom, and Provost 
Davies. These ideas will be dis-
cussed in a student-faculty forum 
to be held by FUSA in two weeks. 
professors into one American 
conscious of the new dangers. He 
History course so that students devotes much of his time to gov. 
will be able to study this subject 
ernment committees, including 
past service for former Presi. 
dents Eisenhower and Kennedy, 
A lack of a true academic at-
mosphere was noted as one - of 
I.C.'s main problems. A sugges-
tion was made that selected 
members of the faculty could be 
given release time to work with 
students for recruiting interested 
and intelligent high school 
seniors. This could be expanded 
by having faculty members paid 
for spending time during the 
summer or having a reduced 
course load during the year to 
work with I.C. students on this 
In addition to the Nobel Prize, 
Dr. Bethe has been the recipient 
tory Writing. Alternatives to Bi-
of numerous prizes, medals and 
from more than one vantage 
point An expressive writing 
course could be substituted for 
English Composition and Exposi-
ology could be Genetics or Evo 
lution. Other meaningful courses 
would be a combined Music, Art 
and drama course to give stu-
dents in other majors an oppor-
tunity to explore these three 
program. areas, and a "human studies 
Several interdisciplinary pro- course." 
I.C.'s policy of declaring one's 
awards, including the Enrico Fer-
mi Award and several honorary 
degrees. 
He is a member and former 
president of the American Physi-
grams were also suggested. A 
few professors criticized the Trip-
lum program because the courses 
do not seem to correlate enough 
cal Society, a member of the 
American Philosophical Society, 
and several other learned socie-
ties that fall within the spectrum 
major as early as freshman year of his broad interests. 
could be delayed to preregistra 
to give the student a true con- tion of sophomore year if a Core 
cept of the period being program was presented to Fresh-
studied. An alternative would be 
a team taught Triplum Program man where they could get a taste 
A native of Germany, Dr. 
Bethe has geen a member of the 
faculty at Cornell since Febru-
ary, 1935. 
where the history, philosophy and of each department and what it 
English departments could com- has to offer. 1.-------------. 
bine their efforts to provide Two alternatives were present-
either one lecture containing all ed to the grading system. One 
~hree areas relating to one sub- would be a pass-fail honors s s-
Jcct or three lectures on the . Y 
one subject. I tern where the student's advISor 
. . . would decide if the student was Another mterd1sc1plinary pro- .. 
gram could be the "co-curriculum qualified for such ~ program. 
in the performing arts." Many The other would be a system of 
students in other majors have a professor's comments on students 
special talent or interest in either and a paper written at the en!l of 
music or drama, and a program a student's college education .in 
could be developed where a stu-
dent could minor in music or which he would state what he 
drama and receive credit for had learned. The advisor system 
these. was criticized. One professor felt 
Many professors expressed dis- that faculty should have the op-
satisfaction with . the curricu- tion of choosing whether or not 
lum and one of the major com- to advise and those advisors 
plaints was "too many require- should receive increased salary 
ments." A chart presented at the for this service. 
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meeting showed how this lack of 
electives wa.s affecting such fields 
as English with a teaching option, ·- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Social Studies, and Speech which I Offer good 'til Feb. 2! - One per Order 
contain only 5-7 elective credits. I 
Two suggestions were made to 
determine the reason for this. I 
One was that the curriculum is 
oriented to provide the right I 
courses for a student to be ad-
mitted to graduate school. The I 
school also may be protecting I 
the departments by these re-
quirements. Several members of I 1 
the faculty feel that if the re- l 
quir~ments are taken off certain ; I 




Mrs. Wolkinson listed several 
reasons to support the last point: 
If a sociology department were 
created, a sociologist would have 
Photo by Barb Goldbcr~ 
" ... It is, without a doubt, too much for me." 
wishes you a 
HAPPY V ALENTINE1S DAY to head it. (Dr. Graf later stated, stated, and added, "From the ad-
"I hope you can -find someone to ministration's standpoint, it's 
take over the department be- good we have such discussion 
cause it is, without a doubt, too ... you have every right to ask 
much for me." Dr. Graf is now questions ... " · 
working in actuality as a double "No one on the faculty will 
department head.) The sociologist hold anything against any stu-
would hopefully pay for himself dent," Dean Givens continued. 
by attracting research grants to "You can speak freely." 
_ Ithaca College and would attract. Dean Givens noted that the 
other sociology faculty. J Social Relations Department was 
' It was felt that a separate de-, among the first to open its meet-
the meeting was adjourned. The 
sociology majors then met to 
choose representatives to present 
the plan for a separate depart-
ment to the next faculty meeting. 
The students chosen were 
senior Chris Sims, juniors Andi 
Hausman, Gail Luria and Myra 










Stony Brook, New York 
STONY BROOK, N.Y. (CPS) -
somewhere in this vast land is 
an enterprising young man who 
will figure out the answer to the 
problem of stu~ent _u_nrest ~hat 
15 paralyzing umvers1t1es nation-
wide: He will come out with a 
way to build a modern university 
without students. 
To be sure, the vast number of 
suspensions currently sweeping 
campuses across the country is 
a step in that direction. But un-
til a way can be found to start 
a campus without students -
and to keep it that way - the 
disruption will continue. 
Still, in the interim, it is im-
possible to see what this new 
studentless campus will look 
like. For a visit to Stony Brook 
-a two-hour Long Island rail-
road ride out from New York-
shows what a school not planned 
for students looks like. 
Founded as one of the four 
University Centers in the vast 
State University of New York 
(SUNY) in 1957, the neo-penal 
buildings now handle about 5,000 
students with a projected enrflll-
ment of 10,000. 
Chicago 
CHICAGO (CPS) - Sixty-one 
University of Chicago students 
were suspended on February 2 
as a student occupation of the 
campus administration building 
entered its fourth day. 
The protest, resulting in the 
take-over of the building on 
January 30, began in response to 
the dismissal of a popular socio-
logy professor. The students are 
also demanding equal power with 
faculty on committees which 
make hiring, firing and tenure 
decisions. 
Those suspended were a few 
who gave the administration 
their names on the first after-
noon of the occupation. The sus-
pensions were temporary, effec-
ti\'e until the students present 
themselves to a faculty disciplin-
ary committee. 
Eight or nine of the suspended 
number have gone before the 
ft?mmittee. No ·"sentences" have 
een handed out. Most of the 
udents are receiving legal aid 
·om University law students. 
Besides reinstatement of soci-
logists Marlene Dixon, and 50-
D representation for students on 
iculty tenure committees the 
tudents' conditions for e~ding 
~cir seige included a demand 
~at all the secretaries and jani-
Jrs whose work was interrupted 
Y the sit-in be paid regular 
c1laries. 
by Carl Word 
Students are incidential to the 
SUNY system - indeed, Time 
magazine ran a lengthy cover 
story on the burgeoning educa-
tional empire without a picture 
of or quote from a single stu-
dent. We learn about the vast 
SUNY television network, the Ed-
ward Durre! Stone campus at 
Albany which Governor Rockefel-
ler kindly inserts in the landing 
approach for distinguished visi-
tors to the capital. And there is 
Stony Brook President John S. 
Toll posed with his foot stuck in 
a bulldozer chewing up yet an-
other expanse of Long Island real 
estate. 
For three days last fall, classes 
were called off for a convocation 
to talk about a host of problems 
confronting the campus. The key-
note address was offered by Dr. 
T. Alexander Pond, the Executive 
Vice-President (in charge of 
Stony Brook money): . "In the 
early post-war year (certainly no 
later than 1950) when virtually 
every member- of our student 
body· was already an existing, 
palpable birth statistic. . " 
meeting, was going to be 
suspended. Shelton had shouted 
"HELL NO, WE WON'T GO" in 
a meeting on Wednesday, Jan. 
29. Half the male student bQdy 
walked out in protest against the 
required meeting. 
While Shelton and Brent were 
ironing out the complaint over 
Shelton's action, students re-
moved all the furniture from the 
Student Union Building, to ex-
press their anger at what they 
thought was going to happen to 
Shelton. 
Over 70 students were involved 
in the demonstration, though 
only 28 were .suspended. Eleven 
of those suspended were women 
students who had merely sat on 
the furniture, or had been in 
the area during the demonstra-
tion. No explanation was given 
for the 28 singled out, but among 
them were most of the campus 
militants and students who had 
run afoul of the deans. Several 
members of "The Black Expres-
sions," a group organizing col-
lege students throughout North 
Carolina against capital punish-
ment, were among those 
suspended. 
President Cheek said he was 
prepared to send home "as many 
students as necessary." In fact, 
expulsion papers were ready for 
300 more students (the school's 
enrollment is 1100), and Cheek 
said he would issue them if 
necessary to maintain order. 
Student reaction at this small, 
private black school was shock, 
dismay, and fear. Many of those 
who had participated in the 
demonstration but had not re-
ceived suspensions were waiting 
for the ax to fall. Many were 
afraid to do anything lest they 
too be sent home. 
Meanwhile, Shelton was ex-
pelled from the University. No 
reasons were given, even though 
he had reached a verbal agree-
ment with Dean of Men Charles 
Coleman during the Thursday 
meeting, that he was not to be 
suspended . 
RALEIGH N. C. (CPS) 
'wenty-eight students were 
uspended indefinitely from Shaw 
Jniversity Saturday, Feb. 1, in 
1 special meeting called by Presi-
lent James E. Cheek. Citing "rc-
iable sources" that certain ele-
nems were "seeking to disrupt 
he ,chool," and were "intimida-
ing other students," he declared 
.he 28 _"no longer - members of 
. he l!niversity." 
Cheek cited an October 1968 In a special meeting called 
ieclaration banning demonstra- Sunday afternoon, members of 
lions in reference to the suspend- the Student Council urged 
ed students, but no charges were "everyone to be cool." There had 
listed. Students were notified of been several fires on campus in 
the action through notes under recent months, and with tension 
their doors. The notes informed on campus at its height, no one 
them that they had run afoul of wanted to give the administra-
the demonstration ban and were tion an excuse ·to use the 300 
to leave campus immediately. suspension notices processed and 
Among those suspended were ready for use. 
Student Council president Don- The 28 were off campus by 3 
aid Brent and a number of cam- p.m., and no word has been given 
Pus leaders. as to what kinds of steps might 
There had been no trial no be taken. President Cheek noti-
prior notice that they had been fied the Student Council that if 
accused of breaking any rules. I they (the suspende~ _28) wished 
The suspensions came as a re- to appeal the declSlons, those 
~ult of a Thursday demonstration over 21 can write letters asking 
In Which all the furniture was for a hearing. Those under 21 
removed from the Student Union would have to bring their parents 
Building. Students had heard that back with them. l\Iany of those 
Dale Shelton a student accused suspended live in New York and 
of disrupting' a Selective Service New Jersey, and it was con-
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Student Protest X969 
U.fts A -neHes A struggle had recently. the BSU against the community. political assassination by the l'S 
"' ~
1111 ;:z, emerged over the proposed direc-. organization, which included Ron' organization." 
tor of the Afro-American Center, Karenga, former UCLA student I Shermont Banks, a Black by Michael Levett and · between the Black Students and currently leader of the com-; Panther spokesman said, "We're 
Larry May Union and a community steering munity organizations - called holding four people responsible, 
LOS ANGELES (CPS) committee for the Center. The US (from the group·s slogan: .
1
· and we're holding Ron Karenga 
th· .d t f . - In I community group wanted a black 1 "Where we are, CS is"'). The responsible too." He said the 
is hmi s O f ant 0 P_Pressive at- psychologist with little academic ! Stiner brothers arc both mem- [ four, including the Stiner broth-
mosp ere o ens1on among b k d d h · 1 b f US , bl k t UCLA t bl t ac groun and presente t e1r: ers o . · crs, were on campus "from early 
d act s a h ' wo aek s u- choice as a unanimous one to I The Panthers and t·s are re- I Friday morning and attended the 
en s were s ot to death Jan. 17· Chancellor Charles Young. Young ported to be battling for control I meeting" after which the shoot-
The two students - John appeared willing to accept the' of the direction of black students, ings took place. The Panthers 
Jerome Huggins and Alprentice I psychologist and pleased with! organizations, both at the college I said they don't know the names 
(Bunchy) Carter - were killed in the unanimity, but a dispute I and high school level. while the: of the other two suspects, and 
Campbell Hall on the UCLA I arose over salary. J different BSU groups try for that they were giving all informa-
ca~pus just moments. after t?e The BSU then announced it I varying degrees of autonomy. I tion they had on the shootings 
ad3ournment 0 ~ ~ m~etmg to dis-
1 
had reservations on the choice! Past analysis has considered · to police. 
e~ss the quallf1cabons for the· and wanted to enlarge the nego-1 US to represent "cultural na-) Banks also said, "You can Jo.1k 
direet_or of the school's new Afro- tiations. Among the qualifica-
1
1 tionalism" while the Panthers I for a confrontation between stu-Amencan Center. About 150 tions they listed were "academic, followed "revolutionary national-' dents and administration. What-
blacks attended the meeting. (political science Ph.D.)" and ism." It is this "revolutionary! ever the students decide, the 
Two brothers, George and Lar- "emotional (soul: students inter-' nationalism" that attracts the: Black Panthers will support 
ry Stiner, both black, have been est, community commitment)."; "street brother" and has re-; them." Black students would not 
arrested by police in connection These requisites were on the portedly brought a deep split be- verify Banks' statement. 
with the shooting. The two blackboard in the room in which ! tween the groups that extends! Only time will tell whether the 
turned themselves in. John Huggins and Alprentice beyond any one campus' borders. shootings were a culmination of 
The reasons ·for the tension I Carter died. I David Hilliard, chief of staff. the tension among blacks at 
among the blacks, some known \ Huggins and Carter were the , of the Panthers, said Huggins , UCLA, a phase of that tension, 
and some unknown, are complex: leading Black Panthers in South- 'i and Carter died "courageous,· or only an isolated incident, rele-
and are not limited to the I ern California. Their organiza- revolutionary deaths." Other vant to the campus only because 
boundaries of the campus. \ lion's campus members backed. Panthers called the shootings "a of its physical proximity. 
Detrontr 
by Roger Rapoport 
College Press Service 
DETROIT, Mich. (CPS)-Ozell 
Bonds walked into Room 2 of 
the Wayne State University Edu-
cation Building looking much like 
any other student. But instead 
of heading for a seat, he strode 
up to the podium and put down 
his lecture notes. Dressed in 
levis, turtleneck, socks and ten-
nis shoes, all black, he looked 
down through his sunglasses at a 
classroom full of education 
sc!lool professors - men and 
women more than twice his age. 
Ozell's lecture was one of 
several being offered by mem-
bers of,the Wayne Association of 
Black Students in a course on 
"Black Social Thought" for Edu-
cation faculty members. It is all 
part of a burgeoning, yet peace-
ful, black movement on th i s 
campus just a few blocks from 
the 12th Street ghetto where the 
1967 Detroit riots began. 
Black students at Wayne are 
busy mapping a new black col-
lege that will offer a full four-
year curriculum as well as 
courses for students and faculty 
from other departments. 
The Wayne developments, 
which are moving ahead w i th 
moral and financial support from 
the campus administration, have 
turned many conventional educa-
tional concepts inside out. Per-
haps most important is the idea 
that students have as much, if 
not more, to contribute to the 
educational process than teach-
ers. Not only can students skill-
fully organize a new curriculum 
by themselves - they can also 
teach it impressively. 
Lonnie Davis, head of the ABS 
at Wayne, points out that the 
syllabus for the "Black Social 
Thought" course offered a read-
ing list of no less than 45 books 
(from Baldwin to DuBois). Some 
faculty were so astounded by the 
reading list, they almost dropped 
the course. Graduate student 
Davis complains that "it's ob-
vious to us that most of the 
teachers taking our course 
aren't reading all their assign-
ments. Many of them come to 
class unprepared." 
Still, they have had stimulating 
two-hour weekly sessions on 
topics like "Who is the Black 
Man," "Who is the White Man 
to Us," "Black Music," and 
"Third world Revolution." A 
discussion of "White Woman, 
Black Man" was so provocative 
sidcred unlikely that they would 
return. 
Students felt this was just the 
first step in eliminating militants 
from the campus. "If we let them 
get away with this, they'll pick 
us off in twos and three's the rest 
of the quarter," said one student. 
printed by permission of !'<cwswcck l\Jag31inl' 
that it was carried over to a instead of using a direct hit. But Church and is working on the 
second session. the problem \\ ith using all these Ford foundation for an additional 
In one of Ozell's recent lee- threats is that you are scaring· grant. "\Ve hope to bring in top 
tures, he offered a terse 25- away many whites who might' black teachers from around the 
minute lecture on the relation- otherwise rally to your side ·· , country to help staff our col-
ship of slavery to present-day Ozell replied: "I come here to lege.'· sa~s Lonnie Peaks. who is 
conditions in the South. alt:,ck you ,·erbally with words - ' studying for a masters degree 
"The black man served in the to call you racist honkies. People in Community Organization. 
house during slavery so he had , \\ ho react with fear are too . A four-year program will kt 
frequent personal contact with I stupid to sec the truth because students work toward a clegn'c 
whites. That's part of the reason: if we ,, ere ~oing to hurl ~ ou we in black studies ··This nwke, 
why the southerner today can\ would c:ome with L:uns Our fune- sense -· after all. W,1yne is real. 
associate freely with the black' lion is to make the \\ h1tcs mon' ly our campus. It ,, as built right 
as long as he stays in his place., in1o action lo join with us to out of the ghetto:· sa), Peaks 
After the lecture ended. one; help civilize a barbaric country.'' So far tlw admimstration h:,s 
teacher launched into a lengthy'. Tn the end the teacher pleaded 
argument with Ozell about the l.'ncle: "'It"s really the white 
use of Yiolence in the present-; man·~ jo'J tn change "hite raci~t 
day civil rights struggle: 1
1 
:•ttiturle, -- not the hlack"s.'' 
be<'n coopcratt\'C in "orkin~ out 
class ~pace for the nPw ~ch< ol: 
··\\'hcne,·er they balk at on(' <>f 
our propos,11"."' says Peaks. "we 
•·1 see all your aggression and; The ABS is currently 11lannin~. . .. . , , . . . ,., .. 
racism as defensive violcnee. I· to opPn its Black College 111 Sl'P- Just S,I~ · No\\ look. ~ ou ,-· 1.·, 
see it as an assertion of your hu-' tembcr. The group has alrPacly i just had a riot here and none of 
manity, pushing off the oppressor· won $34.000 from the Catholic' us wants a new one, do we?'" 
• 
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Editorials - -
The TilnOle§ They Are A9 Changing 
\Vi thin the past year student upheavals 
have rocked "the establishment" from New 
York's Columbia University, and California's 
San Francisco State, to the streets of Paris, 
France, and the modern campus of Japan's 
Tokyo University. In their quest for change, 
students have incorporated every method 
known, from peaceful campus sit-ins and boy-
cotts, to the violent and battle-like pctics of 
clashing with armed police forces and over-
~aking and occupying administrative build-
ings. 
\Vhether or not students have the right to 
demand change 1s noncontroversial. As to-
morrow's inheritance of today's establishment 
and as the majority age group now, they are 
constantly faced with major issues that need 
reform. And studen~s definitely have displayed 
"the power" to influence such reform. Yet, stu-
dent power, according to Edward Schwartz, 
the president of the National Student Associ-
ation, "means not simply ~he ability to in-
fluence decisions but the ability to make de-
cisions." 
Today there are over six million students 
m American universities alone, all of whom 
are more directly involved m national and 
international events than any orher gener-
ation of students. These American college-
goers identify with students throughout the 
world in their dissatisfaction with the estab-
lishment and its maneuvering of world events. 
Perhaps, for this reason, the university ad-
ministrator and trustees arc the on-campus 
symbols of the real target: The Esrablish-
ment. 
J.C. students have demanded change. We 
have "revolted," peacefully, in our attempt to 
reform and better this college education. Yet 
you only have ~o read this special issue to see 
some of the methods and the impact of vio-
lent student upheavals throughout the world. 
Somehow it is unfortunate but true, as News• 
week magazine writes if, that "the major 
thrust of student radicals, the movement that 
is catching the headline in public squares and 
universities, poin!S away from ordinary re-
for mtoward the direct, uncompromising de-
mand of ~he revolutionary at the barricades." 
To some extent it is even tragic that today's 
ncw. rebels arc merely. "going through the 
motions of revolt without really having 
thought through jusr where their revolution-
ary gurus may be leading them." If this is 
true, then what exactly is the point of advocat-
ing student responsibility and student involve-
ment in administrative policies? 
We feel that presently we have the intelli-
gence, methods, and the power not only to 
question !he quality of education, because it is 
"our education" but also to improve the "es-
tablished system of education here." It seems 
strange that many activists, most of whom 
currently protesr an international war, would 
resort to war and violence at home on the 
college campus. 
In a special article in Newsweek magazine, 
Schwartz pointed out that students should 
help "co-decide" curriculnum, admissions, and 
even unvesrity investment policies. J.C. stu-
dents are proceeding, slowly, but certainly in-
fluentially, to gain statu's and to prove their 
responsibility to the adminstration. Through' 
di~cussion g:oups, student petitions, quesrion-
naires, special committees, and the constant 
work of active, interested individuals, change 
has occurred here. As long as we activate our 
ideas such change will continue. Our right to 
reform is not controversial, however the 
mcrhod to acquire that reform is. 
A Clarification 
The Ithacan has been criticized in the past 
two weeks for its handling of the crisis in the 
Sociology Department. We would like to take 
this opportunity to clarify the position of the 
Ithacan in this situation. 
the steps taken by the sociology majors were 
healthy steps. The edirorial was not meant to 
flame a personal vendetta with Dr. Graf, and 
we hope that is has not been construed as 
such. 
The firs! story about the crisis broke on a 
Tuesday night, within a hair-breadth of our 
absolutely final deadline. The story con-
cerned the meeting on January 28 between 
the sociology majors, who presented some cur-
riculum revisions including the separation of 
the Social Relations Depar!ment into a Psy-
chology Department and a Sociology Depart-
ment, and Dr. Eric Graf, the department 
head. 
The Ithacan contacted Dr. Graf the follow-
ing week and offered him the use of the Guest 
Editorial column to expound his views on the 
situation. We had hoped that even if he de-
clined this offer, he would write a letter to 
the edi!or intended for publication. Dr. Graf 
declined our offer at that time, expressing the 
hope that the matter would die. At the last 
minu!e, he did submit a letter for publication 
in last week's paper, which we published. 
Short.ly after the issue arrived on campus, 
the Editor of the Ithaca,n. received a phone 
call from Dr. Graf, who took exception to the 
inclusion of the quotation, "I think I have to 
put a damper on your enthusiasm." He noted 
that the statement, made at the January ·2s 
meeting, was made in reference to a proposal 
that sociology majors be permitted to work 
downtown under supervision for credit. Dr. 
Graf felt that the statement had been used 
out of context. 
In that same issue. the Ithacan published 
an editorial which expressed the feeling that 
We do nor feel that the statement was 
made out of context. "Out of context" con-
not~s the lift]ng ~f a quotat_ion and its appli-
canoi:i to a s1tuat1on yvh~re it does not apply. 
The mtent of the editorial was that enthusi-
asm in itself is not a bad thing. We feel that 
!he turning of Ithaca College students from 
~ocial priorities to acade~ic priorities is an 
important landmark in Ithaca College history 
and we hope that this movement will be per: 
petuated rhroughout the college. 
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Panel Formed to Solve 
Traffic Problems 
The lack of parking spaces on 
campus, the high rate of car 
registration fees, and the general 
traffic congestion have been 
problems on South Hill for some-
time. In an effort to alleviate the 
problems, student government 
has been working with the Dean 
of Students Staff and the Safety 
Division to create a Traffic 
Board. 
The five membe) panel will be 
composed of three students 
along with single representative~ 
of the Safety Division and the 
Dean of Students Staff. 
Students interested in serving 
on the Traffic Board should con-
tact Danny Karson, President of 
the Student Body at 3771 or 277-
0968. 
All lettero oubmltted bccomo tho 
property of THE ITHACAN nnd 
muat bo types nnd SIGNED. Wo ro-
scrvo tho right to rofuoci to publish 
letters oubmlttcd to un. Lcttcro 
MUST NOT exceed 400 words. 
Letters to the Editor 
Editor: 
Recently a member of the 
Ithacan staff ,approached mem-
bers of the Student's Afro-
American Society for comments 
regarding student unrest at some 
of the nations most outstanding 
insitutions. The question of 
whether such outbursts might be 
anticipated at this college was 
raised. At that time I pointed out 
to the interviewer that the uni-
versities which had experienced 
conflict between groups of stu-
dents, faculty, and administra-
tors have in common a tradition 
of intellectualism, a belief in the 
university as a real factor in 
societal reform, and a commit-
ment to academic freedom which 
institutions such as Ithaca Col-
lege will never achieve. 
The reasons which I believe lie 
at the base of the problem go 
beyond personalities of faculty 
and administrators, beyond the 
fiscal crisis common to Ithaca 
College and many other institu-
tions, and beyond the issue of 
misplaced priorities handed to 
administrators by the faceless 
members of the Board pf Trus-
tees. The problem is centered in 
a middle-class oriented society 
which has created Ithaca College 
to transmit and perpetuate its 
values. The parent who sends his 
son or daughter to Ithaca College 
does not want or expect him to 
absorb ideas which will present 
a challenge to his established 
life pattern, but rather hopes 
that the college will provide 
those elements which tend to 
support preconceived notions of 
what constitutes the "good life." 
Woe be to the college which 
might substitut~ Eldrige Cleaver 
for the "Hello People." 
Student unrest? How can the 
student challenge the college if 
the college doesn't challenge the 
student? . Why should the Black 
student demonstrate at Ithaca 
College when it is evident that 
those societal elements repre-
sented by the college are totally 
irrelevant to his existence? Itha-
ca College will only become 
aware of the revolution after it 
happens. 
Benne S. Herbert, Jr. 
Editor: 
Scampers was great this year! 
The students deserve a great deal 
of credit for a truly creative pro-
duction. It set a standard which 
will be difficult to surpass in 
coming years. My congratulations 
to Paul Goldstaub, David. Staples, 
Scott Robinson, Ron Annas, and 
the other students who partici-
pated in it. 
Dean Paul Givens 
Editor: 
Who does mark the markers? 
A mark is a subjective interpreta-
tion formulated by the bias of 
an individual instructor. It is 
this symbol which determines 
the future roads for· many stu-
dents. An incorrect value judg-
ment may seriously affect an in-
dividual's future.' 
It~aca College needs to set up 
a grievance committee to review 
grades. If a student feels that a 
mark w_as an unfair value judg-
ment (one colored, perhaps by 
?ias or prejudice of an individual 
mstructor) he can satisfy this 
doubt through committee action. 
I agree with your article deal-
ing with the idea "Who Marks 
the Marker." 'l'he committee you 
suggested is one that needs stu-
dent backing. Since we are the 
ones who receive the grades 
grades which vitally affect one'~ 
career, we should have a say in 
the grading process. Is this 
grading process, then, a fair 
representation of one's true aca-
demic ability? I think not! 
Margie Drucker 
• .. And If We Do Not Change? 
(The following poem was handed iri to a teacher in Regina 
(Saskatchewan) by a Grade 12 student. Although it is not 
known if he actually wrote ~he poem himself, it is known that 
he committed suicide a few weeks later. The poem originally 
appeared in Generation, a Saskatoon-based magazine.) 
He always wanted to explain things. 
But no one cared. 
So he drew. 
Sometimes he would draw and it wasn't anything. 
He wanted to carve it in stone or write it in the sky. 
He would lie out on the grass and look up in the sky. 
And it would be only him and the sky and the things inside him 
that needed saying. 
And it was after that he drew the picture. 
Ir was a beautiful picture. 
He kept it under his pillow and would let no one see it. 
And he would look at it every night and think about it. 
And whe_n it was dark, and his eyes were closed, he could still 
see 1t. 
And it was all of him. 
And he loved it. 
\Vhen he started school he brought it with him. 
Not to show anyone, but just to have with him like a friend. 
It was funny about school. 
He sat in a square, brown desk. 
Like all rhe other square, brown desks. 
And he thought it should be red. 
And his room was a square brown room, 
Like all the others rooms. 
And it was tight and close. 
And stiff. 
He hated to hold the pencil and chalk, 
With his arm stiff and his feet flat on the floor, 
Stiff, . 
With the teacher watching and watching. 
The teacher came and spoke to him. 
She told him to wear a tie like all the other boys. 
He said he didn't like them. · 
And she said it didn't matter! 
After that they drew. 
And ~e drew all yellow and it was the way he felr about morning. 
And 1t was beautiful. 
The teacher came and smiled at him. 
'\Vhat's this?' she said. 'Why don't you draw something like 
Ken's drawing? Isn't that beautiful?' 
After tha! his mother bought him a tie. 
And he always drew airplanes and rocket ships like everyone 
else. . . 
And he threw the old picture away. 
And when he lay alone looking at the sky, 
It was big and blue and all of everything, 
But he wasn't anymore. 
He was square inside. 
And brown, 
And his hands were stiff. 
And he was like everyone else. 
And the things inside him thar needed saymg didn't need it 
anymore. 
It had stopped pushing. 
It was crushed. 
Stiff. 
Like everything else. 
Guest Editorial 
Remarks by Senator Charles E. Goodell 
Mosr students are inquirers, and often, in seeking better, 
n~wer methods, dissenters. Many of you are dissenters but not 
d1srupters. I fi_n~ it disturbing that often the disruption is given 
so much pubhc1ty that !he cause of your dissent is virtually 
u.n~nown. Gr~nted, many of you are accused of excessive ac-
tivism, excessive methods. And yet what do you ee around you1 
... excessive injustice, racial inequity, poverty. You see these 
excesses yet you are expected to react mildly slowly as if these 
things are inevitable. ' ' · 
Duri_ng my tenure as a Congressman and especially since 
my :3p)'>omtment to the vacancy in the Senate created by the 
tragic dea!h of Robert Kennedy, I have spent a substantial 
amount of time on the college campuses of New York state. It 
hasn't taken me long to understand that you refuse to allow 
your education! experience to simply reflect the sheltered and 
"irrel~vant" world. And !agree with your struggle to make your 
exp.enence relevant not only in words and intentions but also in 
action. 
~ think you have pierced the myth thar if we just keep 
a1!1blmg along at the same pace, somehow the ills of the world 
will work themselves out. You know and I know that this is a 
fatal. pace. Your deep and persona) commitment !O positive 
change must be met by a nation willing to open wide the 
opportunities or change. Legislative change must be more than 
a pronouncemc_nt of good intentions. It must be a pronounce-
ment backed by power ... the power to correct injustices. 
For a long time you have been told that what you're say-
i!1g is "worth l~stening ro." I think you have tired of beini:' 
listened to. I thmk you are crying to be heard. And I want to 
hear you. 
I'm afraid ther~ are many who have not grasped the 
depth of your commitment, your will, your desire. They fail ro 
understa~d that you c.an live each day with doubts and some-
how retam your c~rtamty about what is ultimately right ... 
that you c_an acnvely pro!cst inequities without guaranteed 
hopes fo_r v1crory .... that you expect change, not only as the 
next logical step m our development, b1tt because it is right. 
S~me of your generation have been called anarchists. They 
are widely accused of wishing to radically even violently, 
al~er our ~resent S?ciety. Th~ implication is rhat you wish to 
des~roy a hfe that .1s wholly virtuous, -and replace it with a less 
de.s1.rablc way of life. I wonder if your views can really be so 
m1smtcrpreted. Can your desire for justice, and end to povcrry, 
for equal a~d .sound education really be called anarchy? Surely 
those ~ho sit m comfort and complacency who are blind to t!J 
scrcammg needs of our time are the passive anarchists. Surely 
they a.re the ones .most guilty of destroying, bit by bit, the 
potential of a. mcanmgful and healthy society. 
M_r: advice to the older generation is to make common 
cause wnh the younger generation. 
. -
SOS Working "Withinh And 
"Without" The System 
by David Birt 
r have been asked to write a 
short article about S.D.S. on the 
topic of working "within" or 
"without" the "system." As such 
language is imprecise, I shall 
first attempt to define the terms, 
then state the goals of S.D.S., 
and then analyze some of the 
problems S.D.S. faces. In doing 
this, the reader must realize that 
r write neither as a spokesman 
whose priorities enable billions 
of dollars to be spent on a moon 
program and 80 billion on na-
tional defense while people are 
starving to death in America be-
cause Congress can only find 
$1.5 billion to allot to programs 
like Housing and Community De-
velopment. 
In S.D.S., we feel that we can 
be most effective working both 
Photo by Da.vo Bl"ownstein 
S.D.S. Rally in Union quad last semester draws crowd'. 
for S.D.S., as a national organiza- "within" and "without" the "sys-
tion nor for our local chapter. I tern." We do not feel "legal 
can only speak as an individual methods" are necessarily rational 
member of S.D.S. and try as best and correct. Rather, we must 
I can to articulate my under- work toward our goals in the 
standing of our overall purpose. most efficient and honest manner 
I understand the word "sys- possible. If this means going 
tern" to refer to American so- "without" the system, we will 
ciety. Thus, the terms. "within" do so. Of course, we hope our 
and "without" describe two ways goals can be implemented with-
of working within the "system." in the "system." But, this is often 
Individuals and institutions impossible. 
''within" the "system" are those We can only ask that people 
sanctioned by our legal system. fairly evaluate the goals we seek 
Individuals and institutions to implement and at least try to 
"without" the system are those comprehend what we arc doing 
within the system working witb- rather than react unthinkingly 
out such sanction. toward us. Perhaps easy tags like 
The goals of SD.S. are simple: "communistic" and "fascist" I 
we seek a society in which (labels often applied to SD.S.) 
wealth is distributed on the do not d_o justice to the meaning 
basis of need, and labor is not of our movement. Perhaps the 
an exercise in alienation but a "riots" and "wanton disruption" 
creative endeavor done for the th t d t C 1 b" h" h benefit of all society. a occurre . a o u~ 1a, w 1c 
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Spirit Of Revol1ULtion ~ 





In the last three years a revo-
lutionary spirit has been running 
rampant over many of our na-
tion's college campuses. Ithaca 
College, not a school known for 
its progressiveness, has been 
largely free from this revolu-
tionary movement. I feel the rea-
sons for this lie within parts of 
the faculty and the student body 
as a whole. 
The students· of Ithaca College 
arc from predominately middle 
and upper middle class back-
grounds. This alone does not 
make Ithaca's students any dif-
ferent from those at most other 
schools but the reason they arc 
here and some of the professors 
who greet them on their ·arrival 
do make them different. 
A good percentage of the stu-
dents enrolled at Ithaca College 
wish to become teachers. There 
is nothing wrong with becoming 
a teacher, but the two major 
fields of music and physical 
education do not seem to have 
the effect of stirring up a rest-
lessness and desire for change 
that is necessary for a person to 
have a real social consciousness 
and revolutionary spirit. Both of 
these fields seem to be firmly 
entrenched in the establishment. 
There is a great emphasis laid on 
what is called "professionalism." 
A professional is defined by the 
"Webster's New World Dic-
tionary" as a person, "having 
much experience and great skill 
in a specified role." If this is 
what the Physical Education and 
Music Departments considered 
professionalism then they would 
be correct in laying a great deal 
by Michael Hauser 
of emphasis upon it, but the peo-
ple in these departments seem 
to define professionalism as con-
forming to society. It would be 
difficult to imagine a Mark Rudd 
or a Thomas Hayden being al-
lowed to participate in these de-
partments. This so called "profes-
sionalism" that the members of 
these departments put so much 
emphasis on is carried to the ex-
tremes of including dress and 
appearance. (P.E. boys cannot 
have long hair; P.E. girls are sup-
posed to wear skirts and not 
slacks. The Music Department, be-
cause perhaps it is not as profes-
sional as physical education, al-
lows you to look as you please 
but tries to make things uncom-
fortable for you in the hope of 
years in college and then go out 
into the world and keep up with 
the Jones'. 
A movement such as Mark 
Rudd led at Columbia or even 
just large peaceful demonstra-
tions such as those thaf have 
taken place at Cornell would be 
impossible at Ithaca College. I 
feel that this is unfortunate be-
cause a revolutionary spirit is a 
necessary part of a. good educa-
tional environment. Ithaca Col-
lege lacks this aspect of an edu-
cation. It does so because of 
some of the faculty, but in large 
part because of the students. It 
is an unfortunate problem and 
can only be solved by a change 
in the type of students admitted 
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professional fold.) 
All the blame for the lack of 
revolutionary agitation on this 
campus cannot be placed upon 
the Music and Physical Educa-
tion Departments. The greatest 
portion of blame must be laid 
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upon the student in the school fl 
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very little. The students don't 11 
seem to want to learn; they want 
to be spoon fed knowledge. This 
can be seen by the lack of par-
ticipation in most discussion 
groups. It seems as though al-
most all the students want to do 
is have a good time for their four 
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I"< L\\. YORK - Columbia University ended the punishment 
of .students previously placed on probation or censured for 
uking part in bst spring's student rebellion. The commi!tee 
charged with overseeing disciplinary matters also asked deans 
not to take any further action against students who have not 
yet been tried. -
\\'ASI-IINGTO'.\l" - President Nixon has announced that he 
will leave Feb. 23 on a nine day tour of \Vestern Europe. l\1r. 
Nixon said he would meet with the heads of five governments 
and Pope Paul VI and, when he gets back, start planning a 
possible trip to the Soviet Union. 
NEW ORLEANS - Star prosecution witness Perry Ray-
mond Russo testified that a 1963 conversation, which forms !he 
core of the state's conspiracy case against Clay Shaw could 
easily have been "an inconsequential bull session." Russo had 
told of attending a party m September 1963 a! which Shaw 
joined with Oswald and David W. Ferrie, a fonner airline 
pilot, in discussing how to kill President Kennedy by crossfire 
after a diversionary shot. 
SANT A BARBARA, Calif. - An underwater oil well has 
finally been capped by an enormous dose of mud and cement 
after oil had coated more than 30 miles of beaches and harbors 
with gummy black slick and caused untold harm to wildlife. 
Steward L. UdalJ, former Sec. of the Interior, has said that he 
bore the responsibility for !he decision last year to permit oil 
drilling in the Santa Barbara Channel. 
UMUOHIAGU, Biafra - A crowded market in the Biafran 
village of Umuohiagc was bombed and strafed, killing 200 to 
300 persons, officials said, and wounding hundreds. Villagers 
said the bombs had been dropped by a Nigerian jet fighter-
bomber. 
WASHINGTON Th~ United States plans ~o ask other 
nations to sign an international convention under which hi-
jackers would be sent home, a Department of State official told 
a Congressional committee. The move is an attempt to end 
the recent flurry of hijackings. 
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Harvard dropped a course that was 
to have developed a program "for the effective control and 
eventual elimination of riots in urban areas." The topic was 
a "terrible blunder," the department chairman said after more 
tha~ 100 angry black students forced cancellation of the first 
session. 
BERLIN - The United States, Britain and France have an-
nounced they are holding the Sovie~ Unio!1 responsible for the 
threatened blockade of traffic into crisis wary West Berlin. The 
restrictions are aimed at members of the West German Federal 
Assembly who will elect a new federal president in Berlin, March 
5. President Nixon announced that he has no plans to cancel 
his visit to the Western outpost 110 miles deep in Communist 
terri!ory. 
WASHINGTON - The Federal Communications Commis-
sion issued a proposed regulation to bar cigarette advertising 
from radio and television. But the ban cannot take effect unless 
Congress permits a law prohibiting any Go;ernment agency 
from regulating cigarttte advertising to expire on June 30. 
PORTSMOUTH, Va. - Nearly 100 Soviet-block trawlers 
ragged their nets off the Virginia coast this past week, some 
less than 20 miles from the Wallops Island ·rocket center where 
a routine meterological launch took place. 
PHILADELPHIA - Harry Katz has received letters and 
pictures from 1,500 girls - some clad in towels, others in bikinis 
and 400 of them naked. He is the owner of a new Playboy Club 
franchise and expects 5,000 applications from which he will 
choose between 50 and 60 girls. An aggressive camera girl can 
earn up to $800 weekly while the average waitress can earn 
up to $180 per week. 
NEW YORK - Applications for admission to Columbia 
College's freshman class next fall have dropped 21 % from last 
year _becacse of last spring's riots on the campus, !he director 
of admissions announced. This is in contrast to other Ivy League 
schools where applications for admission to next falls class have 
increased. 
WASHINGTON - The Nixon Administration plans to 
creat a ·new "Office of Inrergovernmental Relations" under the 
control of Vice President Agnew to work on problems con-
fronting state and local governments. Mr. Agnew "was ,badly 
miscast in the role of campaigner," a member of the White 
House staff said. "But that doesn't mean he is miscast as ·Vice 
President." · 
MASSENA, NY. - Mohawk Indians of the St. Regis Reser-
vation have gone on the warpath again over Canadian refusal 
to honor the Jay Treaty of 1794. The Mohawks claim the treaty 
berween the U. S. and Great Britain grants duty free passage 
across the Sea,vay International Bridge from l\1assena, N.Y. to 
Cornwall, OnL 300 of them blocked the bridge after refusing to 
pay tl1e $5 duty demanded by Canadian Customs officials on a 
truck load of food and supplies. 
WASHINGTON - Governor Nelson Rockefeller has agreed 
in principle to make a series of fact-finding trips to Latin Ameri-
ca• for President Nixon. No timetable has been set up, but 
several countries have already sent him notes of welcome. 
SACRAMENTO, Calif. - Gov. Ronald Reagan has declared 
an '·extreme state of emergency" at the Univ. of California for 
a~ much patrolling as necessary to keep the peace. The declara-
tion was the first ever issued for a California university or col-
lege campus. 
NEW YORK - Five major drug manufaqures have of-
fered $120 million to settle damage claims by states, cities and 
others growing out of illegal price fixing and overcharges on 
tetracycline and other broad-spectrum antibiotics - so called 
wonder drugs. The companies are American Cyanamid which 
would agree !O contribute 40.3%; Chas, Pfizer & co. 34.1%; 
Bristol-Myers 16.1 %; and Squibb and Upjohn the remainder. 
WASHINGTON - President Nixon said that all postmaster 
and rural letter-carrier appointments would be removed from 
the political patronage sys!em. Under the new system the Post-
master General will choose postmasters and rural carriers from 
a list supplied by a Civil Service examination. 
SAIGON - Fifty monster rockets that one American ad-
visor said could "raise hell"·· in Saigon were found only one 
day's ~ravel from the capital. They were part of one of the 
biggest enemy rocket stockpiles uncovered in the war. 
WASHINGTON - Sen. Edward M_. Kennedy intends to s~ck 
Senate support for his proposal calling for the early creation 
of a U .N. emergency relief force. This force would be endowed 
with a staff of international relief experts with funds and 
emergency supplies and would be ready to move quickly to any 





In general, the college trustee 
is white, Protestant, in his 50's. 
He is well educated and finan-
MONDAY NITE 
Plank Steak Speclaltin 
THU_RSDAY MITE 
Authentic Greek Specialties 
The College Spa 
216 E. State St. 
cially secure; more than half re- '--11;,~;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;1111--' port annual incomes exceeding 
$30,000. He occupies a prestige 
position, usually in business, and 
"personifies 'success' in the 
American sense of the word." 
He is often cautious about aca-
demic freedom, and has some 
reservation about its uses. He be-
lieves that college attendance is 
a privilege that .should be ex-
tended to all, but not a right. 
As a rule, he describes himself 
as a "politically moderate" 
Republican. 
Half the business-executive 
trustees in-the survey agree that 
"running a college is like running 
a business," and that "high-level 
business management experience 
is important in choosing a new 
president." However, the . more 
prominent executive·_position the 
trustee has, the less likely he is 
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BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class of '24 
Robert- L. Boothroyd - Class of '60 
Henry G: Keyser - Class of '52 
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Don't get cold feet. 
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Some skiers can't resist wearing that bright new pair of ski 
socks outside their ski pants. And that's where cold wet feet 
begin. Why? Well, ski pants are usually water-repeilent but 
wool socks aren't. Snow clings to wool socks and eventually 
melts. Then the dampness seeps down below the boot tops, 
and your feet get .':Yet! cold, and. uncomfortable. Nothing 
wrecks ~ day of. sk11ng faster than that. Experienced skiers 
know th1s-beg1nners don't. So keep your ski socks inside 
your stretch pants. You'll feel better, look better and you'll 
probably ski better, too. ' 
l;or the ~ost reliable reports on ski conditions In the East, 
listen.to Ski Reports by Roxy"with Roxy Rothafel, the voice 
of skiing. On WFBL Radio, 1390 kc In Syracuse - and on 
other stations throughout the Northeast. 
Schocfer Breweries, New York ond Albcny, N Y., D:,ll1more, Md. 
Board of Trustees Have 
"Supreme Control11 
by Joyce Babushkin 
The Board of Trustees of Itha-
ca College is a self-perpetuating 
board, which has "supreme con-
trol over the College, . . . its 
funds its property, conduct, and 
the p~rsons engaged in its serv-
ices." More concisely, the 
Board's purpose is to determine 
college policy. 
Members of the Board are 
chosen by two-thirds of the a~tive 
membership. An educational law 
states that membership must not 
exceed twenty-five. There are 
presently nineteen mmbrs. Quali-
fications for mmbership include: 
"l. Personal interest in the 
college and proposed appoint-
ment on the Board of Trustees. 
2. Possession of certain quali-
fications needed to strengthen 
the Board. 
3.-Sound character and strong 
intellectual ability. 
4. Willingness to devote ade-
quate time and effort to the of-
fice. 
5. Tact and natural aptitude to 
work with others. 
6. An aggressive spirit founded 
on determination to work for 
the promotion and development 
of the College." 
Board members serve a regular 
term of five years. The officers 
include a Chairman, a Vice-
Chairman, and a Secretary. The 
Board of Trustees elects the 
executive officers of the College, 
Focus 
by George Budin 
I was informed hy nur editor that a large part of this 
week's issue of our beloved It liaran would be devoted to the 
topic of what we have accomplished in our relatively non-
demons~rative way as opposed to other institutions which have 
resorted to demonstrations. l'vly own personal feeling is that all 
we have lost is identification with schools that have protested 
on various issues. I stated last week in Focus that all we can 
t'Xpect to gain by lo;ising our heads is publicity of the fact 
that we have lost our heads. Maybe, just maybe, those to 
whom we protest will se~ up some sort of board of inqui1y to 
shrut us up. Hov.-<·ver, this will probably fall short of restoring 
peace and good feeling between the two factions. Instead, we 
i,tudcnts, especiall we s~udcntsof smal colleges, must use our 
secret weapon - brains! Putting this in "Che Gueverian" terms, 
we must beat the t'nemy at his own game by understanding 
his rules, the way he operares, and then move toward our own 
ends by taking action within the framework of these rules. 
I remember one incident in which student "demands'' 
were met the second semester of las~ year. The library was 
quite warm and uncomfortable in the extreme. This, to say the 
least, was not very conducive to srudy. A movement soon 
evolved whereby every student who passed by the desk 011 his 
way out made a relatively loud comment on the tropic con-
oiriuns within. Soon "those in power" caught on to the·purpose 
of the march of scarcasm and comments and the temperature in 
the library once again became fit to support life as we know it. 
This, Tgrant, is very rrivial but it stuck in my mind as a good 
(·xarnple as to how no1~violent student ingenuity could be .used. 
College students, throughout history, have been notorious-
Iv wity in getting what they wan. This, however, is no very 
much to go on, and is, and rclegares us to the somewhat un-
enviable postion David was in when he picked up his &ling 
and stone to do battle. Perhaps we should give up the .,ling 
and -start looking for a p;ood pair of scissors, as ~he Goliath we 
face is basically one of" red tape. I am not as informed on all 
theparticulars as I would like to be, ergo, I have no idea where 
this pair of scissors can be found. But as I said, I rhink our 
enemy is not so much direct opposition as it is the red tape 
thrown in our parh. Perhaps this is put there deliberately as a 
test of our determination. 
such as the President, the Pro- ..----------------------------, 
vost, the Vice-President for 
Business and Finance, the Vice-
President for Development, and 
their assistants. 
The Board members serve on 
the following Standing Commit-
tees: 
I. An Executive Committee 
2. A Finance Committee 
3. A Buildings and Grounds 
Committee 
4. A Development Committee 
5. A Nominating Committee 
6. An Academic Committee 
7. A Campus Life Committee 
The Chairman of the Board and 
the President of the College are 
ex-officio members of the Stand-
ing Committees. 
A Chairman of the Board to re-
place the late George C. Textor, 
who died last October, will be 
elected at the meeting on either 
February 21 or May 16. 
Exam Scheduled for 
N.Y.C. Positions; 
I
, Fordham To Hold 
Pre-Law Conference 
An examination for positions 
with the City of New York for 
s<•niors and graduah• students 
interested in qualifying for posi-
tions as trainees in City Planning, 
School Planning, Housing and 
Urban Renewal, Public Person-
nel Administration, Management 
and Methods Analysis, .J>ublic 
Health Education, Public Health 
Inspection, and Assistant Youth 
Guidance Tet'hnician, will be 
given in Room A, Goldwin Smitli 
Hall, Cornell University at 8:30 
a.m. on February 22, 1969. 
A. Pre-Law Conference for 
minority group college students 
will be held from 9:30 a.m. 
through late afternoon at the 
Law School of. Fordham Univer-
sity, 140 West 62nd Street, New 
York City, on February 22, 1969. 
The aims of the conference will 
be: to learn about law school and 
lawyers in their efforts to pro-
mote social change, an"d to learn 
about entrance possibilities for 
minority groups into law schools. 
Interested students should con-
tact Service for Career Plans, 
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We've taught over 400,000 peQple to read an average of 4.7 times faster. 
Attend a FREE MINI-LESSON® and learn how to read faster in just one hour! 
OOINJI•Il.ESSONS AT WOMEN'S COMMUNl'll'Y <t:IEN'Irl&~ 
noo WEST SENECA. STREET 
Friday, February 14th at 8:00 P.M. 
Saturday, February 15th at 11:00 A.M. 
Saturday, February 22nd at 11:00 A.M. 
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Tuesday, February 18th at 8:00 P.M. 
Thursday, February 20th at 8:00 P.M. 
-CLASSES BEGIN FEBRUARY 25th-
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The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute will refund your tuition if you do not 
at least triple your reading index (reading rate multiplied by comprehension percentage) 
during the course as measured by our standardized testing program. This policy 
1s valid when you have attended each classroom session and completed the minimum 
daily assigned home drill at the level specified by your instructor. 
'Evelyn Wooa 
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by Richard Fuller 
In the recent series of college C: AMP 
d1sturbancc>s rc•sultmg from stu- UAYA LPAV.a.17A 
dc>nt dc>mands on school ad- Ari Jr\41VY4"'a 
mini~tration~. San Francisco (FOP.MERL" SAN \HIS IS '/OUR PRESlbffJT 
State College stands out as hav- FRANCISCO STAlE c.peAkfLI'- '· ''OUP. oRl)ERS . 
mg been one of the hardest hit. ) .;;> rv u- 7' 
Arismg from the mack student C.oLLE'3-E: FoR THE t:IA"/ ARE AS f!-LL0\\.1$: 
l'nion and Third World Organi- C,,O To Vt>UR C.lA SSES, SPEAK 
zatwns' demands, strikes and >{. sPotrE.N 70: f("l:l=P 
riots h,l\'e virtually immobilized ONLY W 'EN I 
the educational process on the <>Fr: Tl/# (i'RA5S, JV() J.DITeR/lf(r 
S.F.S. campu~. The uncompro- /IJ rue RESTl/ooftlls, 71fE/l£ A~ 
misin.!s stands of both the ad- Pouce STATIONEr:, A·r EVER.y 
ministration and the student. f)OOR To {. HECk; VoVR XP 
body hav_e done h_ttle in the way j ~ ,..1c:F,of ,/-N• A4SS /I/TO «?. ~UT 
of resolnng the situation. , - I~ V1' ,..,.,, 
The original disturbances arose! l>F A flt>Of1, Rf MEM8f;~, 1HIS 
O\ er demands made by the black I / S FoR yQ,R PR oT£CT/C>N, 
minority or the college £or: (A At1fotJE cAUCflfT 1'Altf'/NCr IN 
partment with autonomous con-1 ~ "' ~Y 
trol by its faculty and students; TlfAT ,s-All I •• 
admission of more minority I 
formation of a Black Studies De- j ~~ \H · JJBDA°'' ()J//,.L F.,E SJ/Cff. 
group students and all members! 
of the Third World Organiza- J (Crom S.F. state Strike Daily) 
tion; and reinstatement of George! '----------------------------ll~-------------------------~----------_J 
Murray an English instructor and [ 
Black Panther leader. All of the 
demands were declared lo be I 
non-negotiable by the Black Stu-1 
dent Union. After two weeks of 
attempted negotiations with the! 
black militants, college president\ 
Roger R. Smith resigned his posi- . 
lion and S. I. Hayakawa was ap-1 
pointed acting president for the 
school. 
Immediately upon assuming i 
the position Hayakawa indicated I 
that he would take a hardline 
stand against the strikers stat-
ing that: "We have a standing [ 
obligation to the 17.500 or more 
students - white, black. yellow, I 
red and brown - who are not on 
strike and have every right to ex-
pect continuation of their educa- 11 
tion." The result has been the 
virtual halting of classes and a 
series of bloody riots and strikes 
involving students, faculty, police 
and minority groups from off 
campus. The campus has suffered, 1 
excessive physical damage as ' 
well as incalculable destruction 
to the educational process in the 
classroom. 
In January the problem was 
further complicated by the strike 
of members of the American 
Federation of Teachers Union on 
campus. They were protesting 
the appointment of Hayakawa; 
his refusal to give tenure to two 
professors, WilJiam Stanton and 
Patrick Gleason, because of their 
support of the student actions; 
and Hayakawa's refusal to rein-
state George l\Iurray as a teacher. 
Though several of the student 
demands have been met by the 
college's administration, the mili-
tants insist that all demands be 
fulfilled before their actions 
stop. While the campus has 
quieted down some in the past 
weeks, the fighting and disrup-
tion continues. A final settle-
ment is no closer now than it was 
two months ago. 
II !PO 1!11 
SA"'\' FRAN~ISCO (CPS) _ I 
"Sergeant Sunshine" may have 
to spend nine months where 
there isn't any - sunshine or 
marijuana. 
Sergeant Sunshine is Richard 
Burgess, a former police ser-
geant, who smoked a mariJuana 
cigarette on the steps of the San 
Francisco Hall of Justice. Bur-
gess "'las still a policeman then 
and he was in full uniform when 
he lit up. 
\\'hen Judge Robert··J. Drewes 
handed down the sentence, Bur-
gess gave him a dozen red roses. 
His wife, known as "Princess 
Paulette" also tried to give the 
judge some flowers but the court 
bailiff stopped her. 
Burgess says he plans to ap-
peal the decision. 
He and his wife may be spend-
ing a good deal of their time in 
court. The day after he was sen-
tenced, Princess Paulette was ar-
rested on charges of possession 
of marijuana. 
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i Crusade ioao Depart111ent Chang~ 1 ,s 0 
by Sherry Klapper 
In an article, "The Graduate 
School Blues," appearing in the 
March 12, 1968 edition of "The 
National Review," Mr. Richard 
Kostelantz explains his opposi-
tion to graduate schools. 
lie states that,' "whereas col-
lege taught the subject, the grad-
uate school aims to inculcate the 
scholarship about the subject." 
Jie gi\·es an example .by showing 
that if an undergraduate course 
surveys a certain period of 
American history, the grad stu-
dent learns what previous 
scholars have said about the 
subject. He feels that among the 
difficulties for grad students are 
the immense amount of material 
available on a subject, the often 
limited area for a paper topic, 
and the impersonal attitude of 
the faculty. He quotes Theodores 
Solotaroff: "While the under-
graduate in a good college has 
the sense of being directed to-
ward realizing his best intellectunl 
possibilities, the graduate stu-
dent finds himself part of an im-
personal and often rigid orienta-
tion.'' Mr. Kostelantz points out 
that "the grad school doesn't 
teach or encourage the students' 
In an interview this week with 
three sociology majors who asked 
to remain anonymous because 
"we have marks hanging over 
our heads," the Ithacan sought 
the reasons behind the current 
movement to revise the curricu-
lum in the sociology division of 
the Social Relations Department. 
Request Separate Departments 
The students noted that the 
basis of their complaints stems 
from the feeling that they arc 
not receiving the best sociological 
education and training that could 
be offered by Ithaca College. 
They feel that a positive solution 
could be effected by dividing 
the Social Relations Department 
into separate departments of 
Sociology and Psychology. They 
said that it seems that the ma-
jority of the money allocated to 
the department is being chan-
nelled mainly into psychology 
priorities, such as the psychology 
laboratory. 
Feasibility: 
Other reasons for seeking a 
separate sociology department 
included the increased feasi-
bility of reaching a greater depth 
and breadth in existing sociology 
courses. One student also ob-
served, "No prominent sociologist 
is likely to come to a sociology 
capacities to interpret a lar_ge ~------------.. 
range of material, to apply the 
ideas drawn from one area to 
illuminate another, to interpret 
conflicting interpretations, to 
initiate a new scholarly direction, 
to insist upon doing signifi-
cant work, to make sense of the 
mysterious and to risk evaluative 
judgements." 
He states that little significant 
scholarship comes out of a doc-
toral thesis and yet now even the 
more independent · universities 
have become more insistent about 
the doctorate as a necessary pre-
requisite for a professional posi-
tion. Since the graduate stu-
dent's thesis adviser has the 
power of withholding or refus-
ing his license to teach in uni-
versities, such ultimate power 
cannot but breed its own cor-
ruptions and injustices. A stu-
dent is unable to revise his doc-
toral thesis and since most grad 
schools have no courts of appeal 
- his fate has literally been 
scaled by one man. Ian Brayley, 
self characterized as •one of the 
survivors,' judged in the Journal 
of Liberal Education (1960) that 
'"the: candidates who g;:ive ~•P 
lGok like more suitable materfal 
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clC'partrncnt headed by a psycho- I but soc10Jogy majors presC'ntly \ 
logy professor." The student re- have no such opporlunit1C's out- 1 
marked that with more promin- side of individual summer or 
cnt sociologists the department extracurricular work done with-
would probably be m a better 
position to acquire research out credit. Students in the Edu-
grants, as was done in the biology cational Psychology course are 
rkpartment by bringing in Dr. required to tutor students down-
1.nuis DcLanney. town as part of the course, and 
"Liais.on Not Dictator" the students feel that a similar 
Because there are no assistant program should be implemented 
or full professor working within 
I he sociology curriculum, "The 
department thinks it will have to 
hire a senior man," said another 
student about the proposal to 
r_rcate a separate department. 
She felt that this problem could 
be solved by promoting someone 
already in the department. The 
three students expressed the 
hope that the sociology majors 
themselves would have a part in 
selecting the department head 
and said they envisioned the role 
of the department head as being 
"an integrator of curriculum and 
a liaison between the students, 
faculty and administration, not 
a dictator." 
Need for Practical Training 
Lack of practical training with-
in the sociology curriculum is 
m the sociology curriculum. Too 
much theory and no practice is 
Jhcir major complaint. "We're : 
so insecure because we feel we 
can't handle anything - all we 
have is the theory,'' a student 
remarked. "Why send us to col-
1 
lcgc - why not send us home to 
do cake baking and have babies"? \ 
another issue that the sociology .------------------------------------------, 
majors are seeking to resolve. 
They noted that prospective 
teachers practice teach, music 
majors hold classes, and speech 
pathology students work on cases, 
!. 
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MUSIC REVDIEW 
by Jeff Engel 
Evelyn Lear, renowned so- Major discreto" by Granados, and 
prano, appeared at Cornell, Feb- an encore "Baija" exemplified 
ruary 5, for a recital of lieder. how Miss Lear could successfully 
Miss Lear gave a splendid per- inject humor and gaiety into her 
formance, exhibiting a beautiful singing. The only possible de-
voice, and a tremendous versa- tracting feature from her per-
tility for singing lieder of all formance, might have been her 
types from around the world. diction, which occasionally was 
Miss Lear's well balanced pro- not clear. However, this hindered 
gram consisted of lied by Classic- her virtually flawless singing 




JFocht~ Gelman, Hanna To Help 
§elect New College President by Chris Flatley ._ ____________ 1 
Romanticists Schubert and 
Schumann, later Romanticists 
Richard Strauss, Rachmaninoff, 
Tchaikovsky, and Enrique Grana-
dos, as well as by contemporaries 
Alberto Ginastera, Joaquin Turi-
na, and Benjamen Britten. The 
soprano's scope of languages for 
the one recital was large, in-
cluding German, Russian, Span-
ish and English. 
Miss Lear's performance was 
consistent throughout the eve-
ning. She was superior in nearly 
every respect. Miss Lear has a 
beautiful, though powerful voice, 
which, when fully unleashed, can 
provide for a very exciting and 
intense sound. At full force, her 
voice is totally without edge, 
just as it is when she is singing 
the softest of pianissimos. It is 
without a doubt one of the best 
soprano voices around today. It 
was felt during some of the 
Haydn and Mozart songs that this 
dramatic soprano voice wasn't 
John Wustman, Miss Lear's ex-
cellant accompanist, · deserves 
considerable mention. The two 
made a perfect duo. Mr. Wust-
man always stayed with the 
soloist, while also turning in a 
After three months of delibera-
tion, the Search Sub-committee 
presented its six candidates for 
membership on the Search Com-
mittee. Jim Focht, a Junior In-
ternational Relations major, 
Andrea Gellman a Junior History 
major and Ed Hanna also a 
Junior History major were elect-
ed by Congress to be the mem-
bers of the Committee. When 
asked why he was interested in 
working on the Search Com-
mittee Mr. Focht stated that this 
would be the most important 
position a student could hold on 
this campus since it involves 
helping to select a new president 
of the college. Miss Gellman is 
interested in Ithaca College and 
its future, and realized the presi-
dent's role in molding these 
events. "1.C. is on the threshold 
of change and the new president 
must be keenly aware of things," 
according to Mr. Hanna, and he 
want to be a part of the whole 
process. Immediate changes 
bit of beautiful playing himself 
such as the lovely, soft introduc-
tions to "Schlectes Wetter" by 
Strauss, and "Auftrage" by 
Schumann. Mr. Wustman also 2. 
provided a bit of interest towards 3. 
the end of the recital by accom- 4, 
paning the three encores from 5 · 
CAMPUS RECRUITING 
1. Fcbru;iry 17, 1969 
February 17, 1969 
February 18, 1969 
February 20, 1969 
February 20, 1969 
Niagara Falls Board of Education 
Interviews from 9-12 
Cortland County School District 
General Motors 
U.S. Marines - Union 
Liverpool, N.Y. School District. 
Rm. 11, Hill Hall memory. 
This was definitely a worth-
while and beautiful evening of 
music and performance. It is a 
shame more people did not at-
tend, as it seemed that_the con-
cert was being boycotted by 
Ithaca citizens and even worst 
of all, members (except for the 
voice majors) of Ithaca's main 
musical institution of higher 
learning. 
6, February 20, 1969 
7. February 21, 1969 
Centereach, LI., N.Y. 
( Interviews from 1-5 P.M.) 
Baltimore County School District 
( Baltimore, Maryland) 9 - noon 
8. February 21, 1969 Suffern-Ramapo Central Schools 
9. February 20, 1969 Los Angeles City School District 
( Interviews from 1 - 5 P.M.) 
General Announcement: Sgt. Morgan of the U.S. Air Force will 
be her eat Ithaca College every Tuesday afternoon, from 1 p.m.-
3: 30 p.m. in Room 207 Arts & Sciences, office of the Services 
for Career Plans. Feel free ~o come in and speak with Sgt. 
Morgan at any time. 
which should occur were felt to r-------------
be those inv~lving curriculum 
and academic status for Ithaca 
College. Each felt that the per-
sonal satisfaction gained from 
being on this committee would 
be well worth all the work. 
In further business, Margie 
Drucher and Dave Zomb are the 
Library Committee nominees to 
date. Friday night the Hi-Rise 
is holding its House Party and 
on Sunday Talcott Hall will hold 
its Annual House Opening · 
WE· DON'T HAVE 
TO ADVERTISE 
Cones 
l 03 N. Aurora St. 
Phone 273-9922 
really appropriate, but with her.---------------------------.. • ~'.'WE::~••••a•Bl!::I•~ 
encore of "Voi Sapete" from Mo- •'WICC '!" •'Ii 
zart's "Marriage of Figaro," these 
doubts were dispelled, as she fit 
beautifully into the lighter lines 
of the aria. 
Miss Lear was right at home 
with the rest of the program. Her 
ease at changing moods from 
selection to selection was extra-
ordinary. She would sing in a 
tragic vain such as in the Schu-
bert "Die Liebe hat gelogen," and 
then change immediately to be 
more cheerful, "Der Nussbaum" 
by Schumann. This ability to 
quickly establish contrasting 
moods was done effectively 
several times throughout the 
evening. Her interpretation of 
the lighter songs such as "El 
____________________ ... 
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A View From The Righit ~ 
by Don Sheldon ~l 
Srudent revolt has become_ quite a popular subject in 
the news media. It seems that everyday we read about an 
actual student rebellion somewhere, or read about studen~ revolt 
in acneral. By just reading the newspaper and magazines, one 
et~ the impression that students all _over the country are i2525i:522 5'2.!i2.!:i25c.5i2.5i:S25'2.!i2.!:i25c.5i25i:522 5'2.!i"2.!:i25c.5i25i:52!52 
~eething in revolt~tionary discontent and are on the verge. of 
revolutionary action. Personally, though, from contact with 
fellow stude!1ts both here and fro~ other sch_ools, I do not get 
this impression at all. What then 1s really going on? 
· At San Francisco, for instance·, something like 500 students 
out of 18,000 at the school are actually participatin/?i in rhe re-
volt. Thus 35 out of 36 students there are not revolting yet the 
headlines blar_e "Studenrs Re~olti~~ in San Francisco!_" These 
ratios are typical for othe~ umvers1t1es and coll~ges which have 
bxperienced trouble of this sort. Add to all this the fact that 
there are over 1800 colleges and universities in rhis country and 
only a tiny minority have experienced trouble on even a much 
~mailer scale than San Francisco and Columbia, and a truer 
~icmre of the real extent of student revolutionary discontent 
can be seen. 
i What is happening is that in a few of our larger colleges 
~nd universities, because of the sheer size of the student body, 
\:here are numerically a sizable segment of alienated radical 
Too often the professor-student relationship at Ithaca 
College and other similar institutions reaches a point where the 
student no longer thinks of his insrructor as human. He or she 
stands up in front of the room, lectures from age-old prepared 
notes, and then dismisses the class at ten of the hour. There are, 
of course, excptions to this. One such exception is Mrs. Beat1ice 
Goldman, instructor in English. Although this is her first year 
at LC., she has already garnered a reputation for inspiring her 
classes and motivating them tremendously. 
No stranger ro Ithaca, Mrs. Goldman has been a teaching 
assistant at Cornell for the past two years and is currently 
working toward her doctorate there. Previously she was a 
teaching assistant at UCLA where she received her A.B. and 
M.A. degrees and was a Phi Beta Kappa scholar. Her husband 
is also extensively involved in education.- Currently, he serves 
as the editor of the community weekly newspaper, Dateline: 




by Linda Garrett 
Holmes Hall, I.C.'s coed dorm, 
was featured on the WNYS-TV 
Syracuse news February 3 and 4. 
Originally scheduled as a three 
part story covering administra-
tive, advisory, and student reac-
tion to the dorm, production of 
student opinion was omitted be-
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udents bent on revolution, who when given the proper leader-
hip, ar~ being l~d in. dis~Mive re~ellion. The ~merican co~-
unicat10ns media, with its usual disregard for either respons1-
e or accurate reporting, has overpublicized and overplayed all 
of these disturbances thus encouraging both the radicals at these 
1rchools and others into further rebellion and disruption. In the 
recess they have given rise to the myth that a large segment 
f the student population is bent on revolt. 
Recently we asked Mrs. Goldman her views on many aca-
demic and social affairs affecting students, parents and the 
government. The question of activism on campus and student 
rights has come up so frequently in the last year. At Columbia, 
the ideas the students strived for, and even the goals the stu-
dents are trying for at I.C. of liquor in the dorms and inter .. 
visitation, are not as Mrs. Goldman sees them, privileges. She 
claims they are the rights of all of us. We automatically de-
serve these rights. "College students should take control over 
their own lives and of their bodies." 
On Monday evening, Deans 
Brown and Taylor discussed 
selection, original conception, 
and the resultant structure of the 
dorm. Academic and intellectual 
stimulation were to be the main 
objects of the dorm - the coed 
aspect being an offshoot of the 
fact that I.e. is a coed institu-
tion. Living together, according 
to -nean Brown, would enable 
both masculine and feminine 
viewpoints to be aired, and would 
help bridge the gap between 
classroom and residence areas. 
Students in Holmes, commented 
Dean Taylor, desired less of the 
structured fonnality than orig-
inally planned. Although the 
coed dorm does offer more intel- ,__ ____________ _, 
:~Draft Dilemma" Became 
"The students at Ithaca are just fine and willing to work," 
notes Mrs. Goldman, "with no problems except for some stu-
dents I've seen who are overworked. The students should be 
able to take life into their own hands. Sitting passively in the 
lecture halls is the kiss of death, and the passivity of this trans-
fers to other areas of the student's lives." She adds that, 
"youth must get out of the sub-culture of the past. The pro-. 
longed adolesence - and taking a cue from the adults - has 
lectual programs and activities 
than other residences, the social 
and community aspects have be-
come more dominant than the 
academic aspects. Asked bow 
students were selected for the 
dorm, Dean Taylor explained 
that interviews and faculty 
recommendations were used, and 
that an increase in applicants is 
expected next fall. 
'A Debate on 'Vietnam at l.C. 
by Mark Zwerger 
A panel consisting of John 
Bennet, a navy ROTC instructor 
at Cornell; Harris Dates, a mem-
ber of the Ithaca draft board; 
and two draft - resistors from 
C:>rnell, Joe Kelly and Tom 
Byers met in B-102 to discuss the 
draft Wednesday, February 5. 
The discussion entitled "The 
Draft Dilemma" was, instead of 
an airing of the evils of the draft, 
a debate on the war in Vietnam. 
The two draft resistors began 
the discussion by giving a brief 
history of bow they became in-
volved in the draft resistance 
movement. Both had decided 
that in their minds, the draft 
an the war were wrong, and 
that, despite _the face they 
both had deferments, to turn in 
their draft cards. They also 
described the -. draft resistance 
movement and its close rela-
tionship to S.D.S. 
Mr. Bennet was the next to 
speak. He began by stating that 
he was speaking \for himself and 
not for the U.S. Navy. He went on 
to say that because of historical 
reasons, commitments, and so 
forth, he believed we were justi-
µed in being in Vietnam and the 
tlraft was a necessary evil. He 
tnade it clear, however, that he 
bis not in favor of the war. 
l Mr. Dates, a self-acclaimed 'square" and "flag waver" was he next to speak. He said that 
~e was proud to be a member of 
:he draft board and said that his 
job was to protect the constitu-
tional rights of individuals who 
oad been drafted. He entered 
only feebly in the discussion on ended. Students are really aware - they're with it. They have 
the war, and then only to award become more acquainted with community involvement and 
an "A" in history to Mr. Kelly service." 
after he gave.a talk on the back- Discussing the role, if any, of the Federal government in 
grounds of the war and again to education, Mrs. Goldman explained her concept of education. 
question the resistors as to their "It's not just college or high school, but experience of all kinds. 
patriotism. The government has to involve itself in more experimental areas. 
Questions from the nearly 60 They also have to break up the segregrated schools in the North 
people who attended followed as well as in the South, but that would take great changes in the 
the opening speeches. Mr. Dates housing pattterns. So, I guess government money and aid would 
was asked two questions about be needed for the problems of housing." -
the draft, one concerning ele- Any of her students would readily note that Mrs. Gold-
mentary school teaching defer- man is not a typical English instructor. She admits she's 
ments, the other dealing with the never met one. She has been greatly encouraged by responses of 
involuntary servitude amendment her students. During her tenure as a teaching assistant at 
to the constitution: He refered UCLA and at Cornell, Mrs. Goldman taught freshman English 
the asker of the first question to courses. There the syllabus was handed down from above. Now, 
a pamphlet as he did not know teaching different level English courses, she can make out her 
the answer and he seemed com- own syllabus and have the students realize the relevance of 
pletely bewildered when asked literature. "Literature is the evidence of values and it is still 
about the constitution. This relevant," she notes. "Reading isn't dead." 
brought quite a reaction.from the "Education is useful to those around the student. Grade 
resistors and the audience as he points are meaningless ways of showing one's education. What is 
had stated earlier that his job important is what good the education does. As Educator and 
was to protect--the constitutional Writer Paul Goodman noted, people should be in service, prefer-
rights of draftees. ably not military, for a year between graduation and graduate 
Most of the questions directed -schoo_l-:-- mea~ingful ~d.u!t :1cti,;7ity. This involves them in ex-
to the draft resistors concerned exerc1smg their own 1mt1at1ve. 
their beliefs on the war the We discussed what occurred at UCLA in the way of student 
government and about the' draft activism during ~~r un~eri?aduate. years. there. "It's terrible( 
resistance movement itself. To she_ comment~d, we d1dn t do. things hke that. Everyone 1s 
these questions, Byers and Kelly socially consc10us now. It was ngh~ after (J~seph) Mcc;arth:r, 
eagerly voiced their opinions, then and p_eC!ple were too busy mmdmg_ their own busmes~. 
employing humor and profanity On rehg!on she feels ~hat people _hke Cornell chaplains 
(much to the distress of the Daniel Berr!_gan, Paul G1bbo1:1s, David Connor, and Rev. 
other members of --the panel). Clarkson at I:C. are deeply rehg1ou_s men. They are aware of 
Continued on page 12 The discussion ended two hours 
Registrar Explains 
Pass-Fail Credits 
by Sandy Mulford 
The Registrar's Office has re-
ceived many inquiries as to the 
"Total I.C. Hours Attempted" 
portion of the student's Fall 
1968 Term Report. This total re-
flects only those hours attempted 
at Ithaca College. Credits not in-
cluded are for courses taken on 
a Pass (P) basis such as some 
language courses taken by non-
language majors; and for courses 
transferred from another institu-
tion. The pass and transfer hours 
are counted toward graduation, 
but do not become part of the 
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later with little said that most -------------"II:----------------------------, 
of the audience did not already 
know. It was worthwhile, how-
ever, to witness these two ex-
tremes of society show how little 
they agree on anything. 
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Continued on page 11 
the student's needs and this is religion. She considers herself 
religious, but no~ in the sense that most of us would readily 
think. "Religion for us and for our parents is not the same. 
\Ve change and act accordingly, rethinking old suppositions." 
An impractical idea by her own admission is the abolish-
ment of the draft and of the military. She doesn'r feel that 
President Nixon's idea of a volunteer army is any better. 
"After all, isn't that just like the local police - your own local 
army." On law and order she asks, "law and order for whom?'. 
"At Chicago the police s;1y they ·were provoked by obscenities. 
\Vhat obscenity is equal to being hit on the head with a nighr-
stick?" 
Concernmg drugs, :Mrs. Goldman feels that i:n~ch more 
experimentation needs to be done before any dcc1s1on can be 
made. The great threa! of chromosome damage from LSD is one 
reason for more research with that and other types of drugs, 
she feels. "Drugs arc a pleasure from reality. Maybe that's 
not good, when reality needs changing so bad_ly." . 
She feels stronglv about all of her ideas which becomes qmtc 
evident after a disCli"ssion with her. Students in her classes feel 
this same magnetism about her and ,~1hat she is !rying to say 
and do. In her literature classes, she tries to make It as dynamic 
as possible. Students arc not forced to read and read and read 
until they can't stand the literature. But instead, read a n~vel 
or play and discuss its value and its content. One of ~he aims 
of a course in dramatic literature, she told the class, was to make 
them want to see the play performed and read other plays, 
not to gain a distaste for literature. 
· "Movies arc a natural form to take over from the novel," 
she explains. We asked why so many movies ar~ unreal . and 
false. She feels that people generally lead meanmglcss lives. 
"You can't put that on the screen without doing some work 
on it." 
\Vith that our conversation had to come to an end. Ilut it 
was certai~ly ; valuable discussion. Mrs. Beatrice Goldman is a 
dynamic and viral instructor at Ithaca Colleg: .today. If you 
aren't in one of her courses, by all means v1s1t and get to 
know her - it'll be a most worrhwhile experience. 
WICB Dnvites Student Opiniorrn 
by Rich Newberg 
What's on your mind, fellow 
student? What are your views 
on student power and the Ithaca 
housing problem? WICB FM con-
siders your views important . . . 
worthy of being aired tonight, 
and every Friday night from 
9:00-11:00 p.m. Host Ed Tobias 
will receive your calls along with 
tonight's guests, Gary Esolen and 
Alan Snitow. Mr. Esolen is a 
Cornell graduate student, active 
in Ithaca housing. Mr. Snitow 
is a member of SDS at Cornell 
and on the staff of Dateline Itha-
ca. These three gentlemen will 
be waiting to hear from you and 
anxious to answer any questions 
you may have, or just discuss 
with you some of the pertinent 
issues that face the Ithaca Com-
munity. 
The name of the program is 
"Extension 917." The key to the 
program is action . . . your re-
sponse as part of the Sound Solu-
tion: WICB FM! The number to 
call is 274-3217. 
Beginning this Monday, Feb-
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE 272 - 2111 
H & H liquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 
ruary 17, and running through 
February 20, WICB FM will air 
a series of four special programs. 
Each has been run sometime in 
the past: 
Monday: 10:00 p.m. 
"A Child Again" - the story of 
a disillusioned Hippie, lost in 
New York City. 
Tuesday: 10:00 p.m. 
"Anatomy of a Pressure Group" 
- Tompkins County Taxpayer's 
Association. 
Wednesday: 10:00 p.m. 
"Crisis at Columbia" 
Thursday: 10:00 p.m. 
"The Reader's Theatre" - classic 
readings from "The Golden Age" 
of radio. 
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9-5:30 Daily - 9-1 Sat. 
MARGARET'S 
At the Comers 
Cayuga H~ights 
Hurry to Margaret's and 
take advantage of the big 
SAB.IE 
NOW IN PROGRESS 
Dresses - Skirts 
Blouses - Slacks 
Sweaters - Scarfs 
Jewelry - Hosiery 
Open Daily 1 0:00 - 5:30 
Open Friday 10:00 - 9:00 
Mufflers - Tune-ups - Till'es 
Road Service 
FREE PICKUP AND DalVERY 
VISA Cards Honored 
540 W. State (Cor. Meadow) 272-4948 
~---One Foot In, One Foot Out·--------. 
Change and the Campus Leftt 
by Craig Wolf 
It isn't often that one secs an accurate objective analysis 
or commentary on the Campus Left. What one usually finds 
is a critical polemic from a conservative viewpoint that mis-
terprcts, misunderstands, simplifies, and vilifies the Left so that 
the average citizen is left with negative emotions more than 
accurate insight. This brief ques~ion and answer sequence is 
written in hopes of presenting a sympathetic but accurate view 
of the Campus Left. 
• • • • 
.//&,it ~eaH o/ Sturienll 
$~4 Jno.oloemeH,t 
by Pearl Mruvka 
"It is the obligation of the stu-
dent, just as it is the obligation 
of any member of society, to take 
an active part in ;iffecting change 
in his community." 
Patricia Merkin, Assistant Dean 
of Students, and author of the 
above quote, strongly stresses in-
volvement, on the part of all 
change on any campus is to make 
full use of the "channels" open 
to the students. Demands backed 
by systematically-delivered rea. 
sons for ch'ange constitutes the 
so-called "channels." Demonstra.· 
tions can be effective, but should• 
be moderate, carefully organize{! 
and used as a last resort. ' 
students, as the key to obtaining 
Who arc the members of tlzc Carn,pus Left? By the tradi- an audible voice in any issue 
tional meaning of "left," all those who generally favor change. concerning campus life. 
Varying with the extremity or far-reaching character of the Albaugh Miss Merkin is a new 
change, the percentage of those students identifying with the left arrival to the I.C. Campus, she is 
appear to run from _perhaps f)fty percent_ to less th_an one very much aware of student 
perc~1~t. Some ar~ radical, most JU St progressive. f ercept1vc and. gripes and problems, chiefly 
s<:n?1t1vc_, they f1_nd problems where others don t. They have through sponsoring the Fresh-
rh_e1r m1sconccpt1ons, too, as everyone else do_es. Some are man class and working on new 
alic1:1ated, some are hopc~ul; some arc defeatist, some arc programs · for resident advisors 
dedicated; some arc obnox10us, but most are what you would and dorm advisors. In her short 
call nice people stay here, Miss Merkin bas 
As far as Ithaca College stu. 
dents, in particular, are con. 
cerned, Miss Merkin thinks th,I 
the students here are no lesi 
powerful than students at an1 
other college or university. The 
Campus Life Committee is, she 
feels, a very powerful body, 
While agreeing that MGB and 
WGB have accomplished a great 
deal, she is in favor of the pro. 
posal to strip these organiza. 
tions of their legislative powers. .. 
Wkat are they complaining about? Very simply, the basic 
nature and condirion of the world and our society, which seems 
all the more disgusting when compared to what it could be. 
In their view our civilization is ignorant, apathetic, wasteful, 
suppresive, repressive, racist, militarist, imperialist, and oppres-
sive. Since rhe institutions of society are bad on the same moti-
vations and all fit togerher to reinforce one another, society 
apepars as a monolithic totalitarian System. They experience in-
tolerance, both the outright variety and the subtle kind !hat 
only a victim can understand. They complain about poverty, 
class bias, government by elites, the waste of human resources, 
and the way their colleges perpetuate !he ills of the world and 
refuse to change. 
Why are they so negative about everything? First, they're 
more positive than is commonly thought. Second, keep in mind 
that the Left is a reacrion against the status quo- In time, it 
should become more positive and articulate. This Left is New; 
give it a chance. 
What do they want? These students have their differences, 
of course. But mostly, they want an end ro the evils mentioned 
above. They want to wake students and others, to cause great 
change, and to express their digus with the way people are. 
Many know what they want only vaguely. They want colleges 
to contribute to the improvement of the world and to be de-
fenders of knowledge, not the status quo. Their argument is 
wirh those who have vested interests in preventing change and 
with those who fear change. 
What are their methods? Widely varied. Publicity and 
public opinion, education of students, encouragement of campus 
political activity, confrontation with power-wielders to "fox 
out" the truth and make it public, embarrassing opponents, 
and the like. Some favor demonstrations. Most are pragma!ic. 
Violence and obstruction are minor themes, .quantitatively, 
and are not usually used as "methods."lt takes two to make a 
fight, and the Left doesn't usually start it. 
Where is the future of the Campus Left? It will probably 
grow larger and more mature through experience. As its desires 
and purposes become clearer to itself and to the world there may 
be increased polarization between Right and Left, or there may 
be a movement toward change. The situation is fluid; either is 
possible. 
Representatives of Corning-Painted Post City School 
District will be on campus Tuesday, February 18th to 
speak with interested candidates for teaching positions 
in their district. If interested contact Room 207 - A & B 
B.uilding. 
IEMMDCK MOTOR CO. 
Montour Falls 
The area's most interesting dealership. 
Factory authorizc,d dealer for twelve 
makes of new cars, including such 
names as Porsche, Jaguar, Volv01 BMW, 
Peugeot, MG, Austin Healey, Renault, 
Sunbeam, Checker, Plymobth, and oth-
ers. 
Always more than 100 models in stock. 
Service on most imported cars. 
SALES OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 9 
Service By Appointment Only 
PHONE 568-3071 
noticed a marked increase in stu-
dent participation through the 
course of this academic year. The 
progress made by students over 
the past few years in attaining 
their goals with respect to both 
social and academic issues is, in 
her opinion, attributable to in-
creasing active involvement. 
The best way, indeed, the only 
really effective way to incite 
I.Co Students 
The term most appropriate for 
describing the administratile 
problems of Ithaca College is 
"communication." The faculty ii 
becoming increasingly more in. 
valved with more issues, bu~ 
said the assistant dean, "I would 
like to see more interaction be. 
tween the faculty and the ad. 
ministration." 
Summoned to Court 
Some fourteen LC. students 
and several Ithaca residents and 
Cornell students were given a 
court summons for hitch-hiking 
on Monday. Most of the I.C. stu-
dents were soliciting rides from 
the Aurora Street hill up to the 
college campus, however, police-
men also summoned students 
from three different Ithaca areas. 
The hitch-hikers appeared as a 
group in the city court, 108 
E. Green Street on Tuesday. They 
pleaded guilty but were condi-
tionally discharged on the pro. 
vision that they would not hitch, 
hike in New York State again. 
To help alleviate the "ride prob-
lem" for LC. students, Dean 
Marylee Taylor announced plaru 
to establish a bus stop on Aurori 
Street. The present downtowr 
bus stop is located on Buffalo 
Street in front of the Museum 
and the former Radi0-TV build-
ing. 
JUST RIGHT FOR STUD~T BUDGETS I 
The 
CORNERS RESTAURANT 
ITALIAN FOOD - AMERICAN FOc;:>D 
- HOME COOKED MEALS -
Specializing in 
CHILI - PIZZA 
HOMEMADE SOUP - CARRY OUT 
Community Comers 
903 Hanshayi Road 
272-7426 Joe Gargiolo - Prop. 
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any night you come to the Warehouse 
=----------------------J 
DRAMA REVIEW 
by Clayton E. Spivey 
Wednesday night saw the opening of the Performing Arts 
~ usel Theatre, featuring The Laundry, written by David 
::;a~~don adapted from the French by Mr. Howard Richardson, 
JUd dire~ted by Mr. Alan Robb. The story line is relatively 
'.~ pie· the widow of a laundry owner is confronted with the 
,im ble~ of a physically abnormal and grotesque son whom she, 
~rd the rest of the family, have kept hidden for many years. 
fhe disclosure of this secret to the son-in-law, and thus to the 
rest of the world _turnsd int_o a pfervh~rt~d, sick r'~xpherienche. A
1
nd 
it is through the mtro uct!on o . t. 1s monste t at r e I? ay 
~ecomes involved deeply with religious (a1:1d moral) symbolism. 
The set was very effective. O~e striking difference w3:s the 
use of scrim to s~par:1te !h~ actmg area from ~he _aud1en_ce. 
With the suitable hghtmg, this created an aura of 11lus1on which 
is fundamental to the ~lay. Depe~d_ing, howeve~, on where one 
was sitting, it was possible that y1s1on ~as sr.ram~d. One other 
minor difficulty was the obstruction of sight Imes m the second 
act where the revealed "monster" was unseeable to two-rhirds 
Jf ~he audience. 
The direction by Mr. Robb was good. Blocking was effec-
tive but perhaps characterized by slight overmovement, which 
couid well be rationalized by noting the shape . of the acring 
area. The timing by most of the actors was a bit rushed, and 
as a result many "meaty" lines were lost. 
Noting the actors themse!ves, ~his critic saw Miss Penel~pe 
De Witt as Yvonne, the widowed laundress, as outstandu1g 
in her roie. Mis De Witt's timing, vocal qualities and phys_ical 
expression illuminated the character of Yvonne, and gave 1r a 
depth necessary to ac~it;ve a good interpretation of action, re-
action and mental act1v1ty. Encore, Penny! 
Miss Toni Se~er as Lena, also deserves applause for her 
performance. Playing the pregnant daughter of Yvonne, she 
porrrayed die spoi_Ied "schiz<(:. Cf!Y and "bitchy," .able. to go to 
each at will, takmg self d1sc1plme, and good direction. The 
character of Laurent, played by Mr. Peter Hooten was not. ac-
tually "warmed u.p" until. the s~cond a~. At first, he seemed 
to be in a romantic style, mcons1stent with the rest of the cast. 
In Act II however, Mr. Hooten oozed an enthusiasm compli-
mentary ;o his character. Miss Pacqueline Yan~ey, a~ Estelle, 
the maid, was, on the whole, a flat character, rec1tmg Imes. Ex-
cept for a few choice lines tha~ were "tooth sinkers," Miss 
Yancey seemed to float along on the other members of the 
caste which was indeed unfortunate for such a part. 
'The Laumlry was, on the whole, a good choice to open the 
circular theatre, yet the play itself was perhaps no more than 
a B rating for _an i.C.-major production. However, it is defin-
itely worth seemg. 
NEW YORK (CPS) - Spring 
is two months away and already 
in California the scene is on 
£ire. Violence is certain to break 
out across the country after mid-
terms in March. Students are 
still looking for the language to 
put them in touch with each 
other and with faculty and ad-
ministrators. It's not totally im-
possible; Harvard just pushed 
through a Black studies depart-
ment without anyone being first 
knocked over the head. 
In New York it's customary to 
take the New School for granted. 
Nothing ever happens there ex-
~ept education - which is suf-
ficient reason for the responsible 
radicals, restructurers and educa-
tional reformers to give the 
school a close look. The average 
age of the student body is 35 
which means the school is a 
secondary environment for peo-
ple who have homes, families and 
jobs, and therefore a good deal 
about the New School is not ap-
plicable to the conflicts on most 
campuses. However, there is a 
lot to be learned from its sense 
of the "order of importance." 
The New · School moves in a 
direction completely opposite 
that of the typical American uni-
versity. It begins with students, 
tries to teach the courses-urban 
renewal, electronic music, the 
Philosophy of revolution, invest-
ment banking, hippie poetry, in-
tergroup relations, and so on. 
The New School faculty, as might 
be guessed, changes with the 
needs of its students and at the 
same time it attracts the most 
talented professionals in any 
given field. 
money is divided equally among 
these students who need it. There 
is no money available for student 
loans. 
Ralph Harrod's title is Direc-
tor of Educational Advising, a 
position subordinate to the dean 
on the power structure and 
roughly equivalent to a Director 
of Student Activities in any other 
school. His job is limited to con-
tacts with students at the indi-
vidual level - selecting courses, 
He doesn't have to deal with 
clubs, political organizations or 
the Byzantine manipulations of a 
student council. They do not 
exist at the New School. When 
Karson Calls For Mor® 
Student Involvement 
by Sandy Mulford. 
Reform is "in" on campuses 
throughout the United States. 
I.C., like most college campuses, 
is currently undergoing neces-
sary changes. One person 
especially interested in reform at 
I.C. is Danny Karson, President 
of Student Congress, and a dyna-
mic personality on campus. 
"Generally there has been an 
overall change whenever there 
occurs a major decision or crisis. 
All groups should be involved 
and this still is not being done on 
every issue. One major flaw at 
this school is that it should stop. 
orienting students to schedules 
and its financial problems and 
concentrate on what best fulfills 
a good education." 
a personal environment for 
growing within. Here at I.C., the 
standard of education has im-
proved even since my freshman 
year. More courses are being of-
fered and we have a reputable 
faculty. Ithaca does have its 
drawbacks though and one of the 
biggest is the homogeneous socio-
economic background of the stu-
dent body." 
"Another change," suggested 
Danny, "is that curriculum 
should be reviewed in every de-
partment to be relevant to the 
problems of today. Also, students 
should show more interest. 'l'hey 
can't expect the faculty and ad-
ministration to do it alone. But 
the only hope of change is the 
student." 
"One important reform is that 
every department now seats stu-
dents at departmental meetings. 
This is a most significant achieve-
ment and should be recognized 
as such." 
When asked what he con-
sidered a good education, Danny 
answered, "It should be a com-
bination of stimulating class ex-
perience, a dedicated faculty, 
adequate research facilities, a 
good physical environment, and 
students feel a need or have a 
grievance it is usually translated 
upward in terms of a new course, 
which so far the school has been 
able to satisfy. · 
The closest the school came to 
an open demonstration occurred 
last spring when students felt 
sympathetic toward the rebels at 
Columbia and attempted to or-
ganize a similar takeover. It 
quickly dissipated for lack of in-
terest. As one student put it, 
''When you take on the adminis-
tration head-on at other schools 
you run into a brick wall. Here 
at the New School you hit 
nothing but fog." 
AT THE BOOKSTOR.le 
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"Change will eventually 
come .• . " 
Danny has very definite views 
on student revolt. "Immediate 
confrontations are immature and 
show a high frustration level on 
the part of the students. Issues 
become clouded with emotion 
and nothing is accomplished. Be-
fore you expect others to see 
your view you should also be 
able to see theirs." 
Danny pointed out that the 
faculty and administration do 
listen to the students point of 
view and talk over new ideas. 
"Change is a very slow and 
arduous process. People are set 
in their ways and can only be 
changed when data is accumu-
lated and mass media accepts 
this point of view. Change will 
eventually - come but it takes 
time." 
OLD FUR COATS NEEDED 
If you sew, knit, embroider 




The Nonsense Shop 
273-7404 
Among the school's thousands 
Df casual course-taking students 
are 2100 gradua.te degree candi-
dates and, since 1966 200 day-
time undergrads who 'must have 
~wo Years of college elsewhere 
in order to be admitted. 
A factory representative of L. G. Balfour Co. will assist students in 
ordering their rings. 
Once accepted as a degree can-
didate, a student is free to select 
his courses from the entire school 
catalog, graduate or undergrad-
uate, for a flat tuition rate of 
$1700 per year. Scholarship 
Note: $10.00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED 
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FVSA 
An Organized/, Approach 
The Free University for Social 
Action (FUSA) is a reform move-
ment that is within the institu-
tion. Formed to promote discus-
sion and exchange ideas, it also 
serves "to examine problems and 
move to a logical social action." 
Courses are designed to be 
thought-provoking and beneficial 
while getting away from some of 
the establishment's "hang-ups," 
such as grades and testing pro-
cedures. FUSA and its ideals are 
an organized approach to prob-
lems relevant to our times, main-
taining openness and order. 
A Library committee has been 
established through which stu-
dents can see where funds go 
and experience the true func-
tioning of the library. Juniors 
and Seniors are otl. the Curricu-
lum Committee that studies and 
sometimes influences the altera-
tion of the curriculum. Sopho-
more women received key privi-
leges this semester and there is 
presently a committee of Fresh-
men co-eds seeking key privileges 
for second semester freshmen. 
The co-ed dorm has realized an 
aspect of college life different 
from the past: that academic en-
deavors can be enhanced in a co-
ed living situation. 
Undoubtedly the biggest and 
most successful word lately is 
"discussion." Through discussion, 
problems and proposals can be 
aired logically with all aspects 
explored before an action is de-
cided upon. Discussion increases 
understanding, decreases preju-
dice, and demonstrates a mature 
way to help others and ourselves. 
conflicts that occur among dif-
ferent bodies on campus over 
ideals and ambitions are less be-
cause of the increased utilization 
of discussion. Many reforms have 
occurred and will continue to oc-
cur. But reforms are only bene-
ficial if they have been ,studied, 
ironed out and discussed. 
lFRA.TERNHTY JEWELRY 
by L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 







Be sure to watch this exciting game-televised live and in· color. And 
while you're enjoying the action, enjoy bright, rewarding Schaefer 
-the one beer to have when you're having more than one. 
11..0YIE & ON COLOR· 2:00 PM· WSYR-1111 CIHI 3 
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by Don Berman 
l'//n1ty _,port.r at Ithaca College arc in a bad situ-
atwn /,or,!~ at the records. Xo varsity team this winter 
lza.1 11 -::t•in11i11g srason. 
:l!ost students, especially athletrs, are aware of the 
gra.dua/ do,l•nfall of i11tercollegiate athletics here and the 
problems, !mt 110 mu: has dar,·d to publicize the trouble. 
Wr ,cil! talu thl' clza!!t'nge. 
Tlu·rr arc t,l•n basic problt:ms: poor coaching and re-
cruitin~~· 
Th,· rl'Cr11iti11g problem can be solved simply: the 
school must allocate more funds to draw top-notch ath-
letes. Competitwn is lffe11 for good players in all sports 
and !tlwca is failing. as indicated by the records of the 
squads. 
For insta11ce, cross country folded. here this yea-r; gym-
nastics was forced to reve1't to club status to compete; 
the 5-:,vimrng, hockey, and ':,(,•rest!i11g teams are drea,i-
fully, if not hopelessly, short on depth to compete suc-
cessfully. 
A more serious and personal problem is the coaching of 
J.C. teams. With the notable exceptions of the varsity 
and frosh wrestling coach, and the gynmastics coach, a 
rcvam-pi11g of the coaching system slzo-uld be undertaken 
immediately. 
The ma;ority of coaches -have been appointed, long 
ago. l11ost are old J.C. graduates. 1vlost, as one varsity 
performt:r remarked recently, "couldn't give a dam1i" 
about their tea11i's performances. 
All the coaches are "nice guys." - cooperative, person~ 
able gentlemen. These same "nic guys" lack the qualities 
that create winning athletes. 
J\,J any Ithaca (1,thlet es don't obse,-ue training rules. 
They lose heart, too. 11-fany potential and proven per-
formers play intramural ball, where they can have fun 
and not put up with a "dead" coach. 
It's time for a house-cleaning of coaches. 
I offer these suggestions: 
J. A committee should bcformcd of all interested par-
ties to -recruit. new coaches. 
2. The coach slwuld have a minimal, if any, teaching 
load. 
3. A man should be limited to coaching only one sport 
per year. 
4. Thr athletic director should not coach. 
recruit. looli at the records .... It's 
change! ! 
Acil'ovity Picks Up Wins 
by Chris Flatley 
The Ithaca College Women's 
Varsity Bowling team coached by 
Miss Harriger defeated Wells 
College here on February 4. The 
match was determined on a ten 
point basis with Ithaca taking 
nine out of the ten points. From 
the standpoint of total pins, the 
r.c. girls posted a 3832 total to 
Wells' 3313. High scorers for 
Ithaca were Elaine Were 229-566 
and Evelyn Wright 204-551. On 
February 7, the team played host 
to Cortland State College. The 
Ithaca girls again spurred on to 
victory by once more taking nine 
out of a possible ten points in the 
match. In total pins, Ithaca com-
manded 3749 while Cortland took 
3399. High -scorers for the day 
were Suzi Wayne 219-523 and 
Michele Block 202-531. On Tues-
day, February 25, Cortland will 
be hosting Ithaca. 
Our volleyball players came 
back to the winning slot after 
their first loss. Hartwick was 
pretty well crushed against us 
as we won the two games 15-3, 
15-5. The girls are working hard 
for the battle with Brockport on 
February 18 at home. Everyone 
is also invited to come see the 
game with Rochester USVBA on 
February 26. Both of these games 
are home events and should be 
attended to indicate your interest 
and give the team confidence in 
knowing that somebody cares. 
The team's present record is 1-1. 
In the tri-meet with Salem 
State and Cortland, Ithaca came 
out ahead as the team took high 
total and placed first in every 
~_vent. Floor Exercise had Linda 
Stanley taking a first and Karen 
Kirk a fourth, Vaulting showed 
Karen Kirk with a first and Chris 
Lavier tied for fifth place. In the 
Balance Beam competition, Linda 
Stanley placed first, Anne Filley 
second and Pat Crowley fifth, and 
in the final event, Uneven Para}. 
lei Bars, Karen Kirk once again 
took a first with Anne Filley 
coming in second. The total 
points scored were: Ithaca 56.9, 
Salem State 47.15 and Cortland 
51.95. Ithaca hosted another meet 
this past Saturday, and came in 
second, with a total of 67.30 
points to Southern Conn.'s 81.45 
and Brockport's 53.53. Although 
we only came in second the girls 
did very well considering the 
caliber of the members of the 
team from Southern Conn. Sally 
Espe and Carolyn Hacker, both 
who have competed national-
ly and internationally, are 
members of. Southern Connecti-
cut's team and it was quite an 
experience to see these two girls 
perform. Individual event results 
from the meet: Floor Exercise 
Karen Kirk placed second and 
Linda Stanley fourth; Valting: 
Diane Ingraham and Karen Kirk 
tied for fourth place; Linda Stan-
ley and Pat Crowley placed fourth 
and fifth respectively,' and the 
final event was the Uneven Par-
allel Bars, which was dominated 
by Ithaca girls. Karen Kirk placed 
third, Diane Ingraham fourth and 
Anne Filley fifth. The Team's 
overall record is an impressive 
5-1 and they are looking forward 
to more wins in the future. The 
girls have quite a tight schedule 
between practices and meets but 
they sure have shown that they 
can work well despite the -time 
element. Lots of luck to all of you 
for the upcoming meets. 
Oneonta was whipped by Ithaca 
this past week as Ithaca outswam 
them in almost every event total-
ling a 74-30 victory .. We won the 
medley and free style relays. Sta-
tistics: Linda Young took a first 
in the 200 yd. freestyle as well 
as a first in the 100 yd. freestyle. 
The rest of the first places were 
taken by Heather Young in the 
50 yd. butterfly, the 50 yd. breast-
stroke with Sandy Gagne, the 100 
yd. backstroke was taken by Amy 
Steucek. In diving, Cindy Smith 
took a first and Martha McGregor 
took a second. Ithaca will be 
hosting Buffalo, Potsdam and 
Rochester, tomorrow so come on 
over and see some really excit-
ing races. Their record to date is 
3-0. 
The Varsity Basketball Team 
now has compiled a 3-0 record 
after their last victory over Cort-
land. The score was 36-16 with 
Luce Malchodi scoring 14 points 
and Harb Bay pumping out 6. 
Although Cortland was a tall 
team, the disadvantage to us ·was 
easily overcome by the defense. 
Lynne Tyler showed her aggres-
sivness in intercepting passes and 
pressing Cortland's offense while 
Minny Minich came out ~f her 
shoting slump in the second half 
of the game. 
One final note about Skiing In-
tramurals. Since the snow has 
seemed to hit us a little more in 
this past week the intramural 
program is stressing beginners as 
well as intermediate skiers to 
come and learn. Anyone who is 
interested in teaching is also wel-
come, to come on Tuesdays at 
3:15 at the ski slope. 
·1tC<> Dribblers T cake Kt On The Chin in Buffalo Game 
by Don Berman 
The Ithactr College varsity Orange into a 14-4 lead, and an-
cagers took it on the chin last other burst put State ahead, 21-6. 
weekend with a double beating at Ithaca was cold and retired to 
, the hands of Buffalo State and the locker room trailing 50-37. A 
. the University of Buffalo. The rejected group of boys let State 
scores were 107-87, and 85-66, go over the century mark for 
respectively. the first time this season. 
The Bombers (8-81, suffered The Ithacans were forced to 
from numerous turnovers and shoot outside, and Richie Miller 
lacked good scoring power in the finished with 19 markers, 17 in 
first half. They haven't won a the first half. 
big road game this year. The winners shot 56.2 per 
Greg Albano, I.C.'s Little All- cent from the field and recovered 
American candidate, was held to 41 missed shots. Ithaca's shooting 
a career low ·of five points and percentage was 54.8 on 34 of 62. 
four rebounds ag,1inst State. State The Bombers grabbed 23 re-
used a collapsing defense against I bounds. 
Albano, while Howie DcPriest "From the beginning to end, 
drew the assignment on him and this was one of our better efforts 
had a dozen points and seven re- I this season," commented State 
bounds. Albano only took five , coach Howie MacAdam. 
shots all night. I The following night, the Uni-
A string of 10 points, triggered j versity of Buffalo showed a well-
by Tom _ Borschcl's under-the-1 c?nt~ollcd, polished attack in 
basket twisting shots, sent the ripprng Ithaca, 85-66. 
It was close in the early 
moments, but Buffalo edged 
ahead when 6-9 center, junior 
John Vaughn, entered the ·con-
test and bottled up the middle. 
Richie Miller, in an off night, 
garnered only five points, none 
in the first half. Albano came 
back to get 18 points and 22 re-
bounds. 
As a result, Buffalo forged 
ahead, 43-25 at the half, and had 
clear sailing the rest of the way. 
Buffalo University had five 
men in double figures without 
their leading scorer, Steve \Vax-
man, who didn't play due to ill-
ness. 
The winners, who had defeated 
Penn State and narrowly lost to 
Niagara this year, upped their 
record to 10-5. -..... 
RI.T. visits Ben Light Gym 
for an 8:15 match tomorrow 
night. 
BERMAN BABBLES: The home-
court advantage is certainly 
showing up this year. Ithaca has 
done well at home, but can't win 
on the road .... Substitutes Steve 
Burr and Keith Shields looked 
good at Buffalo . . Dale Dirk 
put in a pair of starting efforts 
Mark Rowley is the assist 
leader with 45 for the season ... 
It's been a disappointing basket-
ball season . . . we all thought 
this would finally be the year, 
too WICB Broadcasters at 
Buffalo, Art Brooks and Lou 
Schmidt, gave the sweat off their 
back to do the U.B. game . 
they sat right next to the radia-
tors for the game . . . tomorrow-
should be a wild affair here 
against R.I.T. last year at 
Rochester, the team rolled up a 
total of 240 points, as Ithaca 
won, 123-117 ... Ithaca has only 
hit 100 once this year 
While student disorders and demonstrations have been di,-
ruptive to classroom settings across the college campu,es ol 
the country, they have had little effect on the collegiate spon1 
scene. To be sure, Afro-Americans and student radicals have 
t~reatened to demonstrate _during basketball games at llCLA, 
No~re Dame and other maJor college campuses, but up to thii 
point their threats have failed to materialize into anythini:; ap-
proaching a demonstration or disruptive tactic. The question ol 
whether or· not s~udent demonstrations and "politics on cam-
pus" will deter potentially great athletes from attending a 
school where the political climate is hot has been largely un-
resolved. One cannot really say with assurance !hat athletes 
may or may not be affected by participating for a school that 
draws its limelight from the news media because of its "poliri. 
cal image." Rather, it is an individual thing, which is !9 sav 
that each individual athlete must make the decision whcthr1 
he wants to paly .at Berkeley, Columbia, Ohio State or Penn 
State. 
By and large, then, politics has not had an appreciable 
effect on-the sports scene, with one exception. That, of course 
was the Smith-Carlos incident at the 19th Summer Olympi! 
Games in Mexico Ci~y this past fall. Tommie Smith and John 
Carlos, record-breaking sprinters and members of the U.S. 
Olympic Team, after having received their gold medals, stood 
with black-gloved clenched fists raised high in the air, their 
heads buried in their chests as the U.S. National Anthem was I 
being played. It was a truly poignan!= demonstration of black· 
power that was welcome with applause and understanding by , 
many Americans, and horror and astonishment by others. Smith 
and Carlos were subsequently evicted from the Olympic Games, 1 
and their eviction was the climax of a po~entially-explosive 
situation that had been brewing all summer long. A Harry Ed-
wards-led movement to boycott the Olympic Games by black 
athletes· had largely fizzled by the end of the summer, al!hough 
many outstanding black athletes who surely could have made 
d1e Olympic Team chose to support Edwards instead, and boy- -
cotted the Olympic Games. What, then, was the significance 
of the Smith-Carlos demonstration? 
. There '.'-re, of 1:=ourse two sides to the story. One _is that in 
an mternat1onal sport spectacular, such as the Olmyp1cs, which 
stresses the "Golden Ideal" of friendship, fraternity and cam-
araderie among all athletes of all nations of the. world, there is 
no place for politics, regardless of the merits or justification. 
Every country has its problems, not just; the U.S. lt would be· 
prepo~terous to assume otherwise. Proponents on this side of 
the com have argued !hat the action taken by Smith and Carlos 
was not representative of the U.S. as a whole and thus not 
upholding Olympic standards and ideals. They have furrher 
argued that the real intent of Smith and Carlos was to ''make 
an ~s~ _ou~ of this country." The dismay over the Smith-Carlos 
exh1b1t~on ~vas ~hat it was an example of athletes not having 
any pnde m bemg members of the U.S. Olympic Team. 
T~ere is another side to the story. The basis of this argu· 
m~nt 1s that bl~ck a~hletes are asked to _put aside their just 
gn~vances t<;> brmg Olympic glory to the U.S. The middle-class 
white establishment has pleaded with black Americans to exer-
cis_e restraint; it has acknowledged that racial injustice docs 
exist and !hat ~ht:re is vali_dity in peaceful protest. It has op-
posed lootmg, notmg, burnmg, and rightfully so. But, as is all 
to often the case, thes_e pleas and ackno~ledgments arc onl_y 
a s';lbde means of keeping the black man m his place. Tommie 
?m1th a~d John Carlo~ to_ok their moment of personal glory 
!" the _m1~st of Olym_p1c victory to symbolize black pride and 
!ts asp1ra~1ons. TJtey did not bum, scream, riot or loot~ but chose 
instead a restrained, somewhat even dignified gesture of action. 
Proponents of this side of the coin have argued what more 
Ameri~a. could conceivably ask of people who have been sccond-
~lass c1t1zens fo~ so long. In ~~is light, they felt that p_olitics did 
indeed h~ve a nghtful place m the 19th Summ~r Olympiad . 
. I might suggest that both sides of the story have their 
i:1ents, and that perhaps the real ~ruth of the whole situation 
lies somewhere between the two extremes. 
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[ Recap of Varsity Sports I 
Hockey 
by Ed Rudmann 
Six years is a long time to wait, 
but the Bombers finally came 
through by defeating the Oswego 
State Lakers, 7-4, in. w~at may 
be the biggest upset m mtercol-
!egiate hockey this ~ear .. After 
losin~ to Oswego 13 times m the 
last 6 years, last Friday nigh 
the Bombers could not be 
stopped. 
Led by Rod Frith and Tim Cul-
len, the Bombers had what ev~n-
tually turned out t~ be th7"' wm-
ning goal in the first penod as 
they jumped out to a 5-2 lead. 
Although Oswego scored first, 
the Bombers came back with 2 
goais by Frith, and one each by 
Bob Aloian and Ralph Cox, ~e-
rore the Lakers scored agam. 
Frith added another one before 
the end of the period for a hat 
trick. · 
The Bombers skated well, and 
although they didn't score in the 
second period, managed to hold 
the Lakers to one goal to main-
tain their lead at 5-3. 
In the third period, the 
Bombers were not to be denied 
as Frith and Ralph Cox scored 
again to take a 7-3 lead. The 
Lakers were obviously frus-
trated and upset by this time 
and repeatedly wete forced into 
poor passes and wild shots. They 
scored one more in the fin~ 
period but the Bombers bad got-
ten the biggest victory in the 
history of Ithaca College hockey, 
and it was well deserved. 
Tim Cullen, J.C. goalie, seems 
lo own Romney Field House in 
Dswego. Earlier th1s year, in a 
5-1 loss to Oswego, he had 59 
,aves for a new school record. 
This time he was again in top 
[orm with 46 saves, including 
some tough breakaway shots. 
Alan CoxJ playing his first 
game on defense, did an out-
standing job. The rest of the de-
fense. including Bob Aloian, Dave 
Patterson, an Bob Corran, re-
peatedly knocked down shots to 
foil Oswego's attempts at scor-
ing. 
Enough cannot be said in 
praise of the Bombers efforts in 
defeating Oswego. I.e. plays 
Hamilton College next Thursday 
oight at 7:30 at Lynah Rink. 
:::omc on out and support the 
.earn, and maybe they'll give us 
:he same show at home. 
SPECIALIZING IN 
ITALIAN FOOD 




Take Route 13 
Cor. Third & Madison ~ 
Wrestling 
by Bob Scandurra 
Despite wrestling their best 
two matches of the year, the I.C. 
wrestling team went down to de-
feats at the hands of Oswego, 22-
11, and Ashland of -Ohio, 22-13, 
last week. · 
Trailing 10-0 at Oswego via 
forfeits in the 123 and 130 pound 
cla.sses, Capt. Terry Habecker 
ran his record to 5-0 at 137 with 
and exciting 10-9 victory over 
Oswego's highly touted Walters. 
At 145 Larry Wennogle lost 
another close decision, but at 152 
Tom Hochfelder picked up a big 
five for Ithaca with a pin. How-
ever, the 13-8 score after Hoch-
felder's match was the closest we 
came all night. Bill Meisner, 
Tony Scaringe, and Wayne Keeb-
ler all went down by decisions at 
160, 167, and 177 respectively. In 
the Heavyweight match, Chuck 
Reynolds picked up his fourth 
win but the final score read 22-
11, Oswego. 
It was against Ashland, a rough 
mid-western small college power, 
that J.C. truly exhibited some 
fine wrestling. After forfeiting 
the 123 class, Bob Auble took 
good advantage of the two pound 
weight allowance (due to the fact 
that Ashland had been on the 
road a long time) as he made 130 
for the first time this year. Auble 
wrestled a heads-up match and 
won 5-4. At 137, Terry Habecker 
easily pushed his record to 6-0 
with a 14-3 trouncing. At 145, 
Larry Wennogle finally broke in-
to his well deserved win column, 
as he came up with a tough 6-4 
win. The 152 lb. class saw Tom 
Hochfelder draw 3-3, as Ithaca 
held on to a 11-7 lead. However, 
the lead was shortlived as Ash-
land came on strong· in the last 
four weights, despite good 
wrestling by I.C. At 160 Bill 
Meisner lost a tough 8-5 decision, 
and at 167 Tony Scaringe suf-
fered an injured shoulder and 
had to forfeit his match. A blow 
for Ithaca,.Tony will be out about 
two weeks. At 177, Wayne 
Keebler wrestled extremely well 
but drew, 3-3, and in the Heavy-
weight bout, Chuck Reynolds, 
leading 4-2 at the time, was 
pinned by Ashland's Pettigrew, 
a fourth place finisher at 191 in 
last year's NCAA tournament. All 
in all, despite losing two tough 
matches, Coach Broadwell was 
very pleased with his teains 
wrestling. 
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Gymnastics 
by Russ Federman 
Photo by Bnrb Goldberg 
Continued improvement but still 
winless: that was the story of 
the Ithaca College gymnastics 
team Saturday afternoon as it 
lost a 129.15 to 79.34 decision to 
Slippery Rock State. 
The Blue thus dropped its sixth 
decision of the year, but was 
better than at any other time 
during the season. 
The big story, as far as Ithaca 
followers were concerned, was 
the performance of freshman 
Lee Multari who won the All 
Around Competition against 
some very tough competition. 
Multari was Ithaca's top scorer 
in every -event but the high bar 
where Tab Ames recorded a 
third place with a score of 5.05. 
Multari had marks of 6.85 in 
floor exercise, 4.35 on side horse, 
4.70 on still rings, 5.92 in long 
horse vaulting, 4:35 on parallel 
bars and 3.15 on the high bar. It 
all worked out to four fourth 
place finishes, one fifth and a 
sixth. 
Slippery Rock had six indi-
vidual winners, but none· could 
match l\Iultari's consistency, 
which netted him the All Around 
title with a 29.32. Tom Horn of 
State was second with 28.30. 
Swimminsi 
John Marshall 
It was a tough week for the 
Ithaca College swim team as it 
dropped two straight decisions, 
losing to Ashland, Ohio, 71-35, 
and then to Hamilton 66-33. 
Ashland's team, composed al-
most completely- of swimmera on 
scholarship and two All Ameri-
cans, proved to be too much for 
I.C. Ashland, now 6-0, set pool 
records in four events, while 
capturing 12 of 13 first places. 
Ithaca's only victory came in the 
200 yard backstroke event. Top 
point man for I.C. was Don Allen 
with seconds in the 1000 and 500 
yard distance events. 
Hamilton proved to be just as 
tough as Ashland as they opened 
the meet by winning the first 
six events. The Ithaca swimmers 
began to pick up steam, how-
ever, as Dave Roberts took the 
Bomber's initial first place of 
the day in the- 200 fly. Brewse 
Ely followed Robert's example 
by coming from behind to win 
the 100 free in the day's most 
exciting individual race. John 
Marshall then made it three in 
a row with a varsity record in the 
200 back. Hamilton took the next 
two events before J.C. finished 
the day by winning the 400 free-
style relay. This relay team, com-
posed of Tom McNamara, John 
Basos, Brewse Ely, and Dave 
Roberts has lost only once this 
season in nine starts and appears 
to have a good chance of finish-
ing high in the upcoming state 
meet in March. 
After an away meet next Tues-
day at Oneonta, the Ithaca swim-
mers return home on Saturday, 
February 22, for their final home 
meet of the season against the 





FRI., 8 P.M. 
"We did a fine job," com-
mented coach Gordon Eggleston, 
"and rm very pleased with the 
work these young men have 
shown. They are a credit to the. 
college and are improving in 
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by Roy Loff 
The Men's Intramural Athletic 
Association recently held its an-
nual wrestling tournament in 
which the action was exciting and 
the crowds enthusiastic. Herbert 
Broadwell, I.C.'s varsity wrestling 
coach, remarked that the tourna-
ment was well organized, and 
displayed some very good wrest-
ling. 
The tournament's biggest up-
set was registered in the 130 
lb. class, where Alan Singer 
defeated Pete Gilpatrick, the 
champion for the last two years. 
The other winners, who will re-
ceive a gold engraved cup, were: 
137 - John Nielson, 152 - David 
Dady, 160 - Dan Vena, 167 -
Bob Joly, 177 - Wayne Harner, 
191 - Rod Howell, Hvt. - Jim 
Benedict. 
The Hawks were the team win-
ner, with a total of three in- I 
dividual winners. 
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The World of Wheels 
by Ron Cohn 
After mak111µ; a ~urprise switch from Plymouth to Ford 
late last season, Richard Petty christened his new Ford Torino 
with a spectacular win of the Riverside 500 NASCAR Road 
Race. Since Petty's switch to Ford, Plymouth has officially 
dropped out of NASCAR Grand National competition, an event 
which Petty must have foreseen. Independent entries will con-
tinue to compete in Plymourhs but without the usual factory 
support, although two drivers in the USAC division were re-
tained. Don Gurney, of Santa Anna, Calif. and All-American 
Racers, failed to finish due to a blown engine in his Mercury 
Cyclone. Dan, who won this event last year, also holds the 
honor of winning a top! of five of the seven Riverside 500's 
held. 
Chuck Parson, not originally scheduled to co-drive the 
winning Penske Lola at the recent Daytona Continental, was 
called in on rather short notice after it was learned that Ronnie 
Bucknum was unable to share the driving chores with Mark 
Donohue. Having a choice of a flight from aSn Francisco and 
one from Los Angeles, and with little time left before the race, 
he chose the closer Los Anp;eles flight. Lucky thing, for the 
San Francisco flight was hi-Jacked to Cuba. 
The amazingly hard-fought victory for the Penske Lola 
at the Dayton Continental may mark an extended effort for 
the Penske team in Manufacturer's Championship races. If 
they do well at Sebring on March 22, they might continue in the 
series and pass up some Can-Am events. The Penske team is 
presently in England testing a four-wheel-drive Lola for the 
Indy 500, which will be driven by Mark Donohue (his rookie 
year at Indy). Donohue will also pilot a four-wheel-drive 
Group 7 Penske Lola-Chevy in the Can-Am series. Bruce Mc 
Laren, constructor and driver of last year's Can-Am winning 
McLarens, says his four-wheel-drive car should be ready mid-
way through the season. Dan Gurney announced his plans to 
field a McLaren and two Lolas for Swede Savage and himself 
for the '69 Can-Am's. eH will be using both two and four-wheel-
drive units (the FWD's coming about midway in the season) 
and all will be powered by 500 cubic inch Fords with estimated 
horsepower of 800 (they'll never see it!). Wheel sibes for Can-
Am cars will probably be stretched to 20 inches in width, and 
more wings are ejected. The points system has also been 
changed to increase participation and to spread the purse a 
little thinner. Points will be rewarded to the first 10 finishers 
instead of the traditional 6. The total purse for the 11 race 
series is a phenomenal $740,000. 
Photo by Ron Cohn 
Dan Gurney in his '68 Can-Am McLaren. 
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by Marie Russell 
A cursory sampling of Ithaca 
College students indicates vary-
mg degrees of dissatisfaction 
with progress on the campus. 
However, the majority of stu-
dents feel that the legitimate 
channels are still the best way 
to seek change while admitting 
that they find said channels to 
be clogged with red-tape and, 
often, less than empathetic per-
sons. A sampling of comments 
follows: 
A junior majoring in Creative 
Writing admits that the legiti-
mate channels are probably the 
best way to accomplish change, 
but feels any progress through 
such channels is likely to be 
minimal due to the great num-
ber of uncreative, red-tape ob-
sessed members of the adminis-
tration and faculty. 
Somewhat more pessimistic is 
the sophomore philosophy major 
who feels any great change at 
Ithaca would require an over-
haul of much of the administra-
tion and most of the academic 
Student Body Seeks 
Active ParticipatootrJJ 
by Maureen Blanchfield 
When Father Graf spoke at 
the Ithacan Banquet last Decem-
ber, he stated that the greatest 
asset of Ithaca College was its 
students. The activities of stu-
dents in charitable and worth-
while endeavors are found in 
many areas throughout the cam-
pus and community. Students 
have demonstrated that they can 
help others and help themselves 
for desired innovations or altera-
tions on campus in a beneficial 
and orderly manner. 
Last February, 1968, Student 
Congress introduced a liberalized 
campus liquor policy and possible 
extension of intervisitation. The 
newly formed Campus Life Com-
mittee formed a · subcommittee 
to examine the pros and cons of 
the proposal. A forum was held 
in October, 1968, to discuss this 
issue and the adv,mtages of the 
proposals were decided to be 
dominant. Passing through the 
channels of Student Congress to 
faculty and trustee vote, an ad-
vantageous program seems im-
minent, satisfactory to all con-
cerned at Ithaca College. A stu-
dent backed proposal was im-
partially examined by students 
with results that were in pace 
with the approach to attaining 
the desired end. 
FL.A51-1BACK ... 
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among students, faculty, and ad-1 jors such as only P.E. Majors students for the Faculty Forum 
ministration. taking a certain section of held later in the semester. 
The most evident indication of Western · Civilization; but the 
the striving for understanding is subcommittee is primarily inter-
the Campus Life Committee ested in the entire atmosphere at 
formed to bring students, faculty, Ithaca College. 
departments since many depart- dents should be more firm in 
ment heads tend to be less than their demands rather than ask-
Student Congress has asked 
that Faculty and Administrative 
meetings be open to the students 
to aid in better understanding 
and rapport with faculty and 
administration members. In Sep-
tember, students were allowed to 
sit in on administration meetings. 
In October, 1968, President Dil-
lingham, who will retire in 1970, 
agrl!ed to give three students 
voting powers or'I· the Presiden-
tial Search Committee. A Stu-
dent Congress recommendation 
brought this privilege to the 
student body. The May 3, 1968 
issue of The Ithacan had an 
article entitled "Student Govern-
ment Changes from Anachronis-
tic to Chronistic Pulse." That 
and administration together to Issues of importance to Ithaca 
discuss important issues. The College, students and citizens in 
committee has formed a Finan- general, are brought to the fore 
cial Subcommittee which con- through the Egbert Union Board 
cerns itself with the allocation Issues Committee by means of 
of funds for student groups. A splakers and discussions. April , 
progressive. 
Change is impossible without 
a real dialogue among members 
of the administration, faculty, 
and student body is the opinion 
of a sophomore English major. 
Still another sophomore (ma-
joring in R-TV) feels the ideal 
situation for change (not to be 
confused with the present situa-
tion) would be if the college 
considered the students the col-
lege rather than a part of the 
college. He would also like to see 
an awareness of and attention 
to student demands created 
among members of the adminis-
tration. 
Another sophomore majoring 
in R-TV questions the validity 
of allowing the Board of Trus-
tees to decide the question of 
intervisitation. Since they are not 
present on the campus on a day-
to-day basis, she feels they are 
barely qualified to decide a mat-
ter which will affect the entire 
student body. In addition, their 
limited number of meetings (4 
per year) makes it necessary to 
wait long periods of time for 
decisions thus contributing to 
student frustration. 
Much of the blame for the lack 
of change lies with the students 
themselves says a sophomore 
majoring in physics. The ma-
jority of students at Ithaca are 
spineless and allow the adminis-
tration to push them into any 
corner that is desired. 
A sophomore majoring in Poli-
tical Science agrees since he 
feels that the student bpdy and 
Student Government are afraid 
of a confrontation with. the ad-
ministration. He hastened to add 
that this did not mean a violent 
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ing for something in a servile 
manner. 
A junior majoring in Interna-
tional Relations who is involved 
in Student Government is against 
violence and pointless demon-
strations since they only prove to 
the established power structure 
that the students lack responsi-
bility. He feels you have to con-
title has even more relevance 
today, but the change shows also 
a more mature and more exten-
sive understanding of their 
responsilibities that have helped 
to provide a better relationship 
Legal Subcommittee outlines the 17, 1968, saw the college's first ' 
role of a college or university organized "Teach-in" with major t 
and its relationship to civil discussions focused on racism: its I 
autho~ities .. An E?ucation Sub- problems and possible solutions. 
committee 1s studymg the segre- The teach-in was not a rebellion 
gation of classes of certain ma- but an organized and recognized 
vince the administration that any -11EY" LL BE" 
changes will be for the better by OUT PRETTY SO O N-
discussion that brought a diffi-
cult problem in the open for 
close examination. Last February, 
students of the Student Educa-
tion Association elected faculty 
members to participate in a dis-
cussion of topics picked by the 
giving reasons for wanting a THE SF.~£5T-.Ei!l 
change. Any progress through 
legitimate channels is better 6RF-Ak Sf.AD'll"'c ""II"' 
than no change though he ad- ,.,..,..., u OMORROW. • • • 
mits that the red-tape is frus-
trating. He also feels that stu-
dents must deal primarily with 
members of the upper echelon 
since minor bureaucrats tend to r.:;, • 
have rather dead minds. Though \ 11 {C 
he admits that there is somewhat 1-,...__._._ 
of a generation gap present, he _ __ , 
wonders if communications are -""%:~ • 
really that bad. He feels progress - -
has been good, but could be bet- ~-
ter. .-- Friday Nite: 
major who is active in the Young - --- n 1 "]I 
Repu~licans feels students should "; f(Jl)C.f. 
A senior Political Science ffl =--1~. ~be given more power tO deter- Tr J South Shore Road Band The Masque 
mine their own curricula. He sug- (M~~
1 
•{ . . 
gests the institution of mandatory tjj 
weekly departmental meetings . 
attended by students, faculty, ~=-- o ~ 
and. a~ministrators with sum- '- lr;;;;;;;;;;;.;:;;;;aal"-":,· 
mar1zahons of the business con-"'-.~ 
ducted at these meetings printed '-.._ 
in the Ithacan. He also feels stu- .......__ 
dents should have initiative or 
veto power over current or fu-
ture course offerings. He thinks 
progress has been smooth par-
ticularly in the last few ye~rs. 
A senior sister of Delta Phi 
Z~ta majoring in Physical Edu-
cation hopes the students will 
eventually be allowed to help 
plan curriculum. She feels this 
would be possible with a stronger 
Student Government that would 
put forth petitions signed by both 
student and faculty members. 
Saturday Nite: 
Ronnie Dio & The Prophets 
Page One 
Finally, a sophomore member 
of the Ithaca chapter of S.D.S. 
who is majoring in R-TV states 
that working through channels is 
futile since the administration of 
Ithaca College refuses to recog-
nize the need for basic change 
within the educational system. 
After trying to work within such 
a repressive institution in which 
one is powerless to determine 
policy, one realizes that the only 
way to bring about needed 
changes is to work outside that 
system which perpetrates the 
WA&H'N W£AR SLACKS FOR MEN 
status quo. 
Perhaps no conclusion from 
this cursory poll is really valid, 
but the evidence of dissatisfac-
tion, even frustration, that char-
acterizes many of the above 
statements (and many informal-
talks about campus) is genuine 
and would certainly seem to war-
rant real attention from the ad-
ministration. 
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